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• Overview of neutrino oscillation and double beta decay

• Description of the KamLAND/KamLAND-Zen experiments

• Results from the KamLAND antineutrino analysis 

• Results from the 1st phase of KamLAND-Zen
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KamAND begins

Discovery of reactor neutrino disappearance 

Evidence of spectral distortion

2002

2003

2005

Precision measurement of neutrino oscillation 

Evidence for geo-neutrinos at KamLAND

Measurement of 8B solar neutrino flux at KamLAND

3-flavor oscillation studies at KamLAND

Improved geo-neutrino measurements

KamLAND-Zen begins

Observation of 2"## decay of 136Xe

Reactor On-Off antineutrino data 2013

1st phase of KamLAND-Zen completed
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2011

2011

2011

2012
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2013

Lower limit on 0"## half-life of 136Xe
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Brief history of KamLAND
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• Weak eigenstates are not the same as the mass eigenstates

• Probability to detect the same weak eigenstate is a non-trivial 

function of time or L

weak-production

propagation distance = L

weak-detection

n→ p + e− + ν̄e ν̄e + p→ n + e+

�ν̄e| =
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Neutrino Oscillation
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   KamLAND and solar experiments, e.g SNO, Borexino

Atmospheric neutrino, long baseline accelerator e.g SuperK, MINOS

Short baseline reactor, accelerator e.g Daya Bay, T2K

Future long baseline accelerator experiment ??

How do we learn about U ?
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• Non-zero neutrino mass splittings: $m2
ij=m2

i-m2
j  ! 

• We know %m2
21 very well from KamLAND and solar-neutrino 

experiments 

& solar matter-effects give the sign 

What do we know about neutrino mass ? 
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• We know |%m2
23| from atmospheric and accelerator neutrino 

experiments . . . but not the sign  

• What is the mass hierarchy ?

Some open questions ?

Normal Inverted ?

?
• What about the absolute neutrino mass ?
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Figure adapted from: http://www.cobra-experiment.org/double_beta_decay/

Mass parabola for isobaric nuclei with even mass number (A)

Odd-Odd nuclei

Even-Even nuclei

Double Beta Decay

Beta decay is not energetically allowed
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Double Beta Decay

• Simultaneous decay of 2 neutrons in a nucleus

• Second-order weak process, allowed in SM

• Observable only if 'ordinary! beta decay is inhibited

• Directly observed in 12 nuclei, half lives ~1019-1021 years !  

depending on the nuclear system  
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Figure 2.3: Feynman diagrams for (a) two-neutrino double beta decay and (b)
neutrinoless double beta decay mediated by light neutrino exchange. Figure from
Ref. [25].

double beta decay was first considered by Raccah in 1937 [27] soon after Majo-
rana put forward his symmetric theory of particles and antiparticles. The first
calculations of the rate for 0νββ decay, performed by Furry [28], yielded a much
faster rate than for 2νββ decay, which prompted initial interest in experimental
detection of 0νββ decay. However, at that time the chiral nature of the weak
interaction was not yet known so a severe suppression of the 0νββ rate, discussed
below, was not incorporated in the calculations.

Neutrinoless double beta decay is forbidden in the Standard Model since it
manifestly breaks lepton number conservation (and B − L). Of course lepton
number conservation is broken anyway if neutrinos are Majorana particles. Feyn-
man diagrams for 2νββ and 0νββ decay are shown in Fig. 2.3. The 2νββ diagram
contains only Standard Model interactions. The 0νββ diagram requires only the
known V − A interactions in addition to a massive Majorana neutrino. One can
think of the virtual neutrino in the diagram as being produced as an antineutrino
(equal to a neutrino since it is Majorana) at one vertex and absorbed as a neu-
trino at the other vertex. In addition to the Majorana equivalence of neutrino
and antineutrino, a nonzero neutrino mass is required to flip the helicity since
antineutrinos are right-handed and neutrinos are left-handed. The helicity flip
and the smallness of the neutrino mass cause the rate of 0νββ decay, if it occurs
at all, to be much lower than the rate of 2νββ decay.

The rate of 0νββ decay driven by the exchange of light Majorana neutrinos is
given to a good approximation by [25]

1

T 0νββ
1/2

= G0ν(Q, Z)|M0ν |2 m2
ββ, (2.1)

where G0ν(Q, Z) is a phase space factor proportional to Q5, M0ν is a nuclear

state is always Iπ = 0+. The ββ decay rate is a steep function of the energy carried by the outgoing leptons
(i.e. of the decay Q-value). Hence, transitions with larger Q-value are easier to observe. For this reason
in Table 1 I list all candidate nuclei with Q values larger than 2 MeV that are particularly well suited for
the study of the ββ decay.

There has been a significant progress recently in the accuracy of the atomic mass determination using
various trap arrangements. In many cases the Q-values are determined with accuracy better than 1 keV,
making the search for the all important 0νββ decay mode easier; in Table 1 these more recent Q-value
determinations are shown, together with the corresponding references.

In both modes of the ββ decay the rate can be expressed as a product of independent factors that
depend on the atomic physics (the so called phase-space factors G0ν and G2ν) that include also the Q-value
dependence as well as the fundamental physics constants, nuclear structure (the nuclear matrix elements
M0ν and M2ν), and for the 0νββ mode the possible particle physics parameters (the effective neutrino
mass 〈mββ〉 in the simplest case). Thus

1

T 0ν
1/2

= G0ν |M0ν |2|〈mββ〉|2 ;
1

T 2ν
1/2

= G2ν |M2ν |2 . (2)

Table 1: Candidate nuclei for ββ decay with Q > 2 MeV

Transition Q-value Ref. (G2ν)−1 (G0ν)−1

(keV) (y × MeV−2) (y × eV2)
48
20Ca → 48

22Ti 4273.6± 4 7) 9.7 ×1016 4.1×1024

76
32Ge → 76

34Se 2039.006 ± 0.050 8) 2.9×1019 4.1×1025

82
34Se → 76

36Kr 2995.50 ± 1.87 7) 8.8×1017 9.3×1024

96
40Zr → 96

42Mo 3347.7 ± 2.2 7) 2.0×1017 4.5×1024

100
42 Mo → 96

44Ru 3034.40 ± 0.17 9) 4.1×1017 5.7×1024

110
46 Pd → 96

48Cd 2017.85 ± 0.64 10) 9.6×1018 5.7×1025

116
48 Cd → 116

50 Sn 2813.50 ± 0.13 11) 4.8×1017 5.3×1024

124
50 Sn → 124

52 Te 2287.80 ± 1.52 7) 2.3×1018 9.5×1024

130
52 Te → 130

54 Xe 2527.01 ± 0.32 12) 8.0×1017 5.9×1024

136
54 Xe → 136

56 Ba 2458.7 ± 0.6 13) 7.9×1017 5.5×1024

150
60 Nd → 150

62 Sm 3371.38 ± 0.20 14) 3.2×1016 1.3×1024

The values of G0ν and G2ν are also listed in Table 1. The entries there are taken from Ref. 6), and
are not corrected for the small changes in Q and gA since that time. Also, since by convention the nuclear
matrix elements M0ν are dimensionless, the nuclear radius appears in them as a multiplicative factor. To
compensate for it, the phase-space factor G0ν is proportional to R−2, where R = r0 × A1/3 is the nuclear
radius. In Table 1 the value r0 = 1.2 fm was used. (Note that, obviously, the values of the phase-space
factors depend on the convention used for r0 and gA. One has to keep that issue in mind when using the
Eq. (2) to relate the half-lifes and nuclear matrix elements (see e.g. 15,?)).)

Double beta transitions are possible and potentially observable because nuclei with even Z and N are
more bound than the odd-odd nuclei with the same A = N + Z. A typical example is shown in Fig. 1.
With one exception, all nuclei in Table 1 have an analogous mass pattern. The one exception is 48Ca
where the intermediate nucleus 48Sc can be in principle reached by the β− decay of 48Ca with Q= 278
keV. However, the ground state of 48Sc is 6+ and the first excited state at 131 keV is 5+. β decays with a
large nuclear spin change are heavily suppressed; in this particular case the β− decay of 48Ca has not been
observed as yet, while the 2νββ decay has been observed.

The two-neutrino mode (2νββ) is just an ordinary beta decay of two bound neutrons occurring simul-
taneously since the sequential decays are forbidden by the energy conservation law. For this mode, clearly,

2

Phase space factor

Nuclear matrix 
elementDecay half-life
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Neutrinoless Double Beta Decay

2!"" 

0!"" 

Double beta decay 

•! Neutrinoless double beta decay  
–! The nature of neutrinos, Dirac or Majorana 
–! lepton number violation 

•! Extremely rare events T > 1024 year. 

Wednesday, September 12, 2012 3 
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! 

! 

! 

0"!! 2"!! 
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matrix element, and mββ is the effective Majorana mass defined as

mββ ≡

�����

3�

i=1

U2
ei mi

����� . (2.2)

The particle physics information is contained in mββ. The phase space factor,
G0ν(Q, Z), is calculable. Calculation of the nuclear matrix element, M0ν , is a
challenging problem in nuclear theory (discussed further in Sect. 2.1). Experi-
ments attempt to measure T 0νββ

1/2 , and in the absence of a signal, they set a lower
limit. Combining the measurement and the calculations, the value of mββ is de-
duced or an upper limit is set.

If neutrinos are Majorana particles, measuring or constraining the effective
Majorana mass provides information on the neutrino mass scale and hierarchy.
This is possible because there is a relationship between the effective Majorana
mass and the mass of the lightest neutrino. The relationship depends on whether
the hierarchy is normal or inverted because which neutrino mass eigenstate is the
lightest depends on which hierarchy is realized in nature, as indicated in Fig. 1.3.
For the normal hierarchy, m1 is the lightest and therefore

mββ ≡ |U2
e1m1 + U2

e2m2 + U3
e3m3|

=

����U
2
e1m1 + U2

e2

�
∆m2

12 + m2
1 + U2

e3

�
|∆m2

13| + m2
1

����

=

����cos2 θ12 cos2 θ13e
iα1m1 + sin2 θ12 cos2 θ13e

iα2

�
∆m2

12 + m2
1

+ sin2 θ13e
−2iδ

�
|∆m2

13| + m2
1

���� .

(2.3)

A similar expression is easily derived for the inverted hierarchy in which m3 is the
lightest mass eigenvalue. Plugging in the measured values of the neutrino mixing
angles and mass-squared differences from Table 1.1, a value for mββ is obtained
for each value of the lightest neutrino mass, m1 for the normal hierarchy or m3

for the inverted hierarchy, and for a given set of values for the phases. Figure 2.4
shows the range of allowed values for mββ for each value of the lightest neutrino
mass, obtained by allowing the unknown phases to vary over their possible values
from 0 to 2π. There are distinct bands of allowed mββ depending on the hierar-
chy, though the bands overlap in the quasi-degenerate mass regime. Neutrinoless
double beta decay experiments set upper limits on mββ and therefore exclude a
region from the top of Fig. 2.4. In this way, 0νββ decay experiments can rule
out the quasi-degenerate mass regime under the assumption that neutrinos are
Majorana particles. Future 0νββ decay experiments may have the sensitivity to
rule out the inverted hierarchy.

Direct counting experiments search for double beta decay by measuring the
sum of the electron energies and, in some experiments, the energy of the nuclear

Sum of electrons energy 

Ke Han, Berkeley Lab 

state is always Iπ = 0+. The ββ decay rate is a steep function of the energy carried by the outgoing leptons
(i.e. of the decay Q-value). Hence, transitions with larger Q-value are easier to observe. For this reason
in Table 1 I list all candidate nuclei with Q values larger than 2 MeV that are particularly well suited for
the study of the ββ decay.

There has been a significant progress recently in the accuracy of the atomic mass determination using
various trap arrangements. In many cases the Q-values are determined with accuracy better than 1 keV,
making the search for the all important 0νββ decay mode easier; in Table 1 these more recent Q-value
determinations are shown, together with the corresponding references.

In both modes of the ββ decay the rate can be expressed as a product of independent factors that
depend on the atomic physics (the so called phase-space factors G0ν and G2ν) that include also the Q-value
dependence as well as the fundamental physics constants, nuclear structure (the nuclear matrix elements
M0ν and M2ν), and for the 0νββ mode the possible particle physics parameters (the effective neutrino
mass 〈mββ〉 in the simplest case). Thus

1

T 0ν
1/2

= G0ν |M0ν |2|〈mββ〉|2 ;
1

T 2ν
1/2

= G2ν |M2ν |2 . (2)

Table 1: Candidate nuclei for ββ decay with Q > 2 MeV

Transition Q-value Ref. (G2ν)−1 (G0ν)−1

(keV) (y × MeV−2) (y × eV2)
48
20Ca → 48

22Ti 4273.6± 4 7) 9.7 ×1016 4.1×1024

76
32Ge → 76

34Se 2039.006 ± 0.050 8) 2.9×1019 4.1×1025

82
34Se → 76

36Kr 2995.50 ± 1.87 7) 8.8×1017 9.3×1024

96
40Zr → 96

42Mo 3347.7 ± 2.2 7) 2.0×1017 4.5×1024

100
42 Mo → 96

44Ru 3034.40 ± 0.17 9) 4.1×1017 5.7×1024

110
46 Pd → 96

48Cd 2017.85 ± 0.64 10) 9.6×1018 5.7×1025

116
48 Cd → 116

50 Sn 2813.50 ± 0.13 11) 4.8×1017 5.3×1024

124
50 Sn → 124

52 Te 2287.80 ± 1.52 7) 2.3×1018 9.5×1024

130
52 Te → 130

54 Xe 2527.01 ± 0.32 12) 8.0×1017 5.9×1024

136
54 Xe → 136

56 Ba 2458.7 ± 0.6 13) 7.9×1017 5.5×1024

150
60 Nd → 150

62 Sm 3371.38 ± 0.20 14) 3.2×1016 1.3×1024

The values of G0ν and G2ν are also listed in Table 1. The entries there are taken from Ref. 6), and
are not corrected for the small changes in Q and gA since that time. Also, since by convention the nuclear
matrix elements M0ν are dimensionless, the nuclear radius appears in them as a multiplicative factor. To
compensate for it, the phase-space factor G0ν is proportional to R−2, where R = r0 × A1/3 is the nuclear
radius. In Table 1 the value r0 = 1.2 fm was used. (Note that, obviously, the values of the phase-space
factors depend on the convention used for r0 and gA. One has to keep that issue in mind when using the
Eq. (2) to relate the half-lifes and nuclear matrix elements (see e.g. 15,?)).)

Double beta transitions are possible and potentially observable because nuclei with even Z and N are
more bound than the odd-odd nuclei with the same A = N + Z. A typical example is shown in Fig. 1.
With one exception, all nuclei in Table 1 have an analogous mass pattern. The one exception is 48Ca
where the intermediate nucleus 48Sc can be in principle reached by the β− decay of 48Ca with Q= 278
keV. However, the ground state of 48Sc is 6+ and the first excited state at 131 keV is 5+. β decays with a
large nuclear spin change are heavily suppressed; in this particular case the β− decay of 48Ca has not been
observed as yet, while the 2νββ decay has been observed.

The two-neutrino mode (2νββ) is just an ordinary beta decay of two bound neutrons occurring simul-
taneously since the sequential decays are forbidden by the energy conservation law. For this mode, clearly,

2

Phase space factor Nuclear matrix element

Decay half-life Effective Majorana neutrino mass:

• M0" is not known; estimates vary by factor of ~2 depending on method   

• For m##
 = 50 meV estimated half lives  1025 - 1027 years ! depending on 

the nuclear system

13. Neutrino mixing 17

the outgoing electrons. The 0νββ amplitude is then a sum over the contributions of the
different νi. It is assumed that the interactions at the two leptonic W vertices are those
of the SM.

Figure 13.6: The dominant mechanism for 0νββ. The diagram does not exist
unless νi = νi.

Since the exchanged νi is created together with an e−, the left-handed SM current that
creates it gives it the helicity we associate, in common parlance, with an “antineutrino.”
That is, the νi is almost totally right-handed, but has a small left-handed-helicity
component, whose amplitude is of order mi/E, where E is the νi energy. At the vertex
where this νi is absorbed, the absorbing left-handed SM current can absorb only its
small left-handed-helicity component without further suppression. Consequently, the
νi-exchange contribution to the 0νββ amplitude is proportional to mi. From Fig. 13.6,
we see that this contribution is also proportional to U2

ei. Thus, summing over the
contributions of all the νi, we conclude that the amplitude for 0νββ is proportional to the
quantity

∣∣∣∣∣
∑

i

mi U2
ei

∣∣∣∣∣ ≡ | < mββ > | , (13.33)

commonly referred to as the “effective Majorana mass for neutrinoless double-beta
decay” [42].

To how small an | < mββ > | should a 0νββ search be sensitive? In answering this
question, it makes sense to assume there are only three neutrino mass eigenstates — if
there are more, | < mββ > | might be larger. Suppose that there are just three mass
eigenstates, and that the solar pair, ν1 and ν2, is at the top of the spectrum, so that we
have an inverted spectrum. If the various νi are not much heavier than demanded by the
observed splittings ∆m2

atm and ∆m2
", then in | < mββ > |, Eq. (13.33), the contribution

of ν3 may be neglected, because both m3 and |U2
e3| = s2

13 are small. From Eqs. (13.33)

July 24, 2008 18:04

• Hypothetical ## decay mode allowed if neutrinos are Majorana 

particles, i.e ν̄i ≡ νi
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dramatic progress in our ability to compensate for high-
momentum physics that is cut out !see, e.g., Bogner et al.
"2003#$, but reliably correcting for low energy excitations
such as core polarization is a longstanding problem. Par-
tial summation of diagrams, a tool of traditional
effective-interaction theory, is helpful but apparently not
foolproof.

In the long term these issues will be solved. As al-
ready mentioned, the coupled-cluster approximation, an
expansion with controlled behavior, is being applied in
nuclei as heavy as 40Ca. With enough work on three- and
higher-body forces, on center-of-mass motion, and on
higher-order clusters, we should be able to handle 76Ge.
The time it will take is certainly not short, but may be
less than the time it will take for experimentalists to see
neutrinoless double beta decay, even if neutrinos are in-
deed Majorana particles and the inverted hierarchy is
realized. And the pace of theoretical work will increase
dramatically if the decay is seen. Observations in more
than one isotope will only make things better. Our opin-
ion is that the uncertainty in the nuclear matrix elements
in no way reduces the attractiveness of double beta de-
cay experiments. Given enough motivation, theorists are
capable of more than current work seems to imply.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL ASPECTS

A. Background and experimental design

Double beta decay experiments are searching for a
rare peak "see Fig. 5# upon a continuum of background.
Observing this small peak and demonstrating that it is
truly !!"0"# is a challenging experimental design task.
The characteristics that make an ideal !!"0"# experi-
ment have been discussed "Elliott and Vogel, 2002; Zde-
senko 2002; Elliott, 2003#. Although no detector design
has been able to incorporate all desired characteristics,
each includes many of them. "Section VII.C describes
the various experiments.# Here we list the desirable fea-
tures:

• The detector mass should initially be large enough to
cover the degenerate mass region "100–200 kg of iso-

tope# and be scalable to reach the inverted-hierarchy
scale region "%1 ton of isotope#.

• The !!"0"# source must be extremely low in radio-
active contamination.

• The proposal must be based on a demonstrated tech-
nology for the detection of !!.

• A small detector volume minimizes internal back-
grounds, which scale with the detector volume. It
also minimizes external backgrounds by minimizing
the shield volume for a given stopping power. A
small volume is easiest with an apparatus whose
source is also the detector. Alternatively, a very large
source may have some advantage due to self-
shielding of a fiducial volume.

• Though expensive, the enrichment process usually
provides a good level of purification and also results
in a "usually# much smaller detector.

• Good energy resolution is required to prevent the
tail of the !!"2"# spectrum from extending into the
!!"0"# region of interest. It also increases the signal-
to-noise ratio, reducing the background in the region
of interest. Two-neutrino double beta decay as back-
ground was analyzed by Elliott and Vogel "2002#.

• Ease of operation is required because these experi-
ments usually operate in remote locations and for
extended periods.

• A large Q!! usually leads to a fast !!"0"# rate and
also places the region of interest above many poten-
tial backgrounds.

• A relatively slow !!"2"# rate also helps control this
background.

• Identifying the daughter in coincidence with the !!
decay energy eliminates most potential backgrounds
except !!"2"#.

• Event reconstruction, providing kinematic data such
as opening angles and individual electron energies,
can reduce background. These data might also help
distinguish light- and heavy-particle exchange if a
statistical sample of !!"0"# events is obtained.

• Good spatial resolution and timing information can
help reject background processes.

• The nuclear theory is better understood in some iso-
topes than others. The interpretation of limits or sig-
nals might be easier for some isotopes.

Historically, most !! experiments have faced U and
Th decay-chain isotopes as their limiting background
component. A continuum spectrum arising from
Compton-scattered # rays, ! rays "sometimes in coinci-
dence with internal conversion electrons#, and $ par-
ticles from the naturally occurring decay chains can
overwhelm any hoped for peak from the !!"0"# signal.
This continuum is always present because U and Th are
present as contaminants in all materials. The level of
contamination, however, varies from material to mate-

FIG. 5. The distribution of the sum of electron energies for
!!"2"# "dotted curve# and !!"0"# "solid curve#. The curves
were drawn assuming that %0" is 1% of %2" and for a 1−&
energy resolution of 2%.

496 Avignone, Elliott, and Engel: Double beta decay, Majorana neutrinos, and …

Rev. Mod. Phys., Vol. 80, No. 2, April–June 2008

2!""

0!""

• Peak at the decay Q-value of the transition

Assumes BR 0"/2" = 1% and detector 
energy resolution is 2%

summed energy spectrum of final state electrons 

Double Beta Decay - Signature
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• If observed: learn neutrinos are Majorana fermions, maybe the 

hierarchy, constrains absolute mass scale
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Fig. 2. Value of the effective Majorana mass |mββ | as a function of the lightest neutrino mass
in the normal (NS, with mmin = m1) and inverted (IS, with mmin = m3) neutrino mass spectra
before and after the Daya Bay14 measurement of ϑ13 in Eq. (13). The current upper bound on
|mββ | (see Eqs. (70), (72) and (74)) and the cosmological bound (see Ref.55) on

∑
i mi ! 3mmin

in the quasi-degenerate region are indicated.

Figure 2 shows the value of the effective Majorana mass |mββ| as a function of
the lightest neutrino mass56,57 in the normal and inverted neutrino mass spectra
before and after the Daya Bay14 measurement of ϑ13 in Eq. (13). We used the values
of the neutrino oscillation parameters obtained in the global analysis presented in
Ref.58:

∆m2
12 = 7.59+(0.20,0.40,0.60)

−(0.18,0.35,0.50) × 10−5 eV2, sin2 ϑ12 = 0.312+(0.017,0.038,0.058)
−(0.015,0.032,0.042), (51)

and in the NS

∆m2
13 = 2.50+(0.09,0.18,0.26)

−(0.16,0.25,0.36) × 10−3 eV2, sin2 ϑ13 = 0.013+(0.007,0.015,0.022)
−(0.005,0.009,0.012), (52)

whereas in the IS

−∆m2
13 = 2.40+(0.08,0.18,0.27)

−(0.09,0.17,0.27) × 10−3 eV2, sin2 ϑ13 = 0.016+(0.008,0.015,0.023)
−(0.006,0.011,0.015). (53)

The three levels of uncertainties correspond to (1σ, 2σ, 3σ). In the “After Daya Bay”
plot in Fig 2 we replaced the value of ϑ13 in Eqs. (52) and (53) with that measured
by the Daya Bay Collaboration in Eq. (13). The uncertainties for |mββ| have been
calculated using the standard method of propagation of uncorrelated errors, taking
into account the asymmetric uncertainties in Eqs. (51)–(53).

In the following we discuss the predictions for the effective Majorana mass in
three cases with characteristic neutrino mass spectra:

(1) Hierarchy of neutrino massesd:

m1 # m2 # m3. (54)

dQuarks and charged leptons have this type of mass spectrum.

From arXiv:1203.5250v3

What might we learn ? 
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• If not observed: stringent limits help make the most of future 

neutrino data
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KamLAND-Zen collaboration is a subset of KamLAND

KamLAND/KamLAND-Zen Collaborations
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∼ 3 MeV

2× 105 m
∼ 10−5eV 2

• Located under Mt. Ikenoyama, ~2700 m.w.e. overburden 

Kamioka Observatory

• Surrounded by Japanese commercial nuclear reactors:

• 'Easy! access 

∆m2 ∼ E

L

Kamioka

Reactors in and near Japan- (Typical) flux-weighted average 

baseline ~ 180km

- This was key to KamLAND!s success 
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. . . beautiful countryside ....

. . . historic villages ...
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KamLAND

LS purfication (1)
LS purfication (2)

Nitrogen plant

Control room

Clean room

Xe-handling

KamLAND Facility

• Above ground: operations center, computing farm  

• Under ground: 

Mt. Ikenoyama
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KamLAND Detector

Mineral oil (non-scintillating)

Water Cerenkov OD, 225 20” PMTs

calibration access port !=0.5m

stainless-steel tank !=18m

ID PMT array (1375 17” + 554 20” PMTs) 

2
0

m

1k-ton

liquid 

scintillator

CnH1.9n
Thin (135(m) EVOH/Nylon balloon 

filled with liquid scintillator !=13.0 m

Balloon support ropes 

20m
17
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• Idea to mount a volume of Xe-loaded LS in the center of KamLAND, 

really started to take shape in 2009

• Several advantages:

& KamLAND-LS provides ultra-pure active shield

& Mature detector, expertise and analysis tools

& Potential to achieve large 0vBB target mass quickly

& Possible to continue antineutrino program at KamLAND

KamLAND-Zen Addition
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• Mini-balloon !=3.08 m installed into center of 

KamLAND LS, 25(m thick nylon film 

• Filled with 13 tons of Xe-loaded LS 

(300kg of 136Xe) :

Notes on KLZ

T. O’Donnell

March 2, 2013

Table 1: KamLAND Liquid scintillator composition.

Component Chemical formula Fraction

Dodecane C12H26 80.2%(by volume)

Pseudocumene C9H12 19.8%(by volume)

PPO C15H11NO 1.35 g/l

Table 2: KamLAND-Zen Liquid scintillator composition.

Component Chemical formula Fraction

Decane C10H26 82%(by volume)

Pseudocumene C9H12 18%(by volume)

PPO C15H11NO 2.7 g/l

Dissolved Xe
90.93±0.05% 136Xe

2.5% by weight
8.89±0.01% 134Xe

Ēvis

Ereal
= A ×

(

1

1 + R
·

1

1 + kB(dE/dx)
+

R

1 + R
·
dNCh

dE

)

(1)

T 2ν
1/2 = 2.30 ± 0.03 (stat) ± 0.07 (syst) × 1021 yr (2)

T 0ν
1/2 > 1.9 × 1025 yr (90% C.L) (3)

1

• KL-Zen is only ~1.4% of KamLAND volume: reactor, geoneutrino, 

supernova watch . . . continue in remaining KamLAND LS 

238U 2x10-12g/g

232Th 5x10-12g/g

40K 6x10-12g/g

Xe leakage <0.26kg/yr

KamLAND-Zen Experiment
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• Inner-balloon fabricated in class 1 cleanroom near Sendai Spring 2011

Figure courtesy of A. Gando ‘First Results of Neutrinoless double beta decay Search 
with KamLAND-Zen’, PhD Thesis, Tohoku University 2012

• Great Eastern Japan Earthquake occurred (3/11/11)

CHAPTER 3. DOUBLE BETA DECAY WITH KAMLAND-ZEN 45

Step 1
Installation

Step 2
Inflation

Step 3
Replacement

Figure 3.16: Pictures of the real scale test balloon used for the installation re-
hearsal. Instead of liquid scintillator, water used. Folded balloon just after the
installation (left), inflated with +0.2% by weight water (center), and layer produc-
tion test (right). In the right picture, red at the top is ±0.0% by weight, transparent
at the center part is +0.2% by weight and blue at the bottom is +0.4% by weight
density. Density difference is made by sugar and water is colored with food additive.

Step 1 comes from two requirements that (i) a limitation of an opening section
and (ii) submerging the IB in LS wholly. Due to the spherical shape of KamLAND
balloon and a stainless tank, its connection between the inside and the outside of
the detector is placed at the top of the detector and its flange size is only 50-cm-
diameter. So 1.54-m-radius nylon IB should be folded up like a tube and keep
its shape during the installation. To keep folded shape, the IB is covered with
the films (inner envelope) and tied with a mesh sheet as shown in Fig. 3.17. Of
course, these shape keepers should be removed completely from the detector after
the installation. Then ropes are connected to one vertex of every films. Mesh sheets
are held by nylon pins. Pins are also connected to another ropes. When pull the
ropes, pins come out and mesh sheets come untied, and all items are drawn up.
For the requirement (ii), we use +0.4% by weight of heavy LS (∼90 litter in total)
as a weight to sink the IB straight with keeping its folded shape. Although nylon
density is heavier than KamLAND LS, the IB contains air/nitrogen inside and it
gives buoyancy force to the IB. By the repetition of sending small amount of liquid
and sinking, the IB sinks straight slowly. A teflon tube supplies LS in the IB. Its
end is at the bottom of the corrugated tube.

After the installation, the IB is inflated by dummy-LS firstly to investigate
whether it has a leak point or not. This is step 2. Dummy-LS composition is
decane, PC and PPO. It does not contain xenon. During this step, we collect the
data with KamLAND and if some leaks are found, the IB will be pulled out from
the inner detector immediately. Density is also controlled during the filling.

When dummy-LS filling finishes successfully, it is replaced to the Xe-LS (step
3). To replace the LS, density difference between dummy-LS and Xe-LS is needed
to keep layers. This method looks difficult but from the experience of distillation

CHAPTER 3. DOUBLE BETA DECAY WITH KAMLAND-ZEN 39

3.5 Inner balloon and supporting structure

3.5.1 Design

Figure 3.13 shows a diagram of IB, supporting structure, and a picture of real scale
test balloon. The IB consists of main sphere with 24 gores, polar caps, 1.5-m straight
tube and cone. All of them are made of a heat-welded 25-µm-thick clean nylon film.
Twelve suspending belts are also made of the same material with the same method.
The IB is connected to the top flange of the detector with ∼7 m of corrugated nylon
tube and suspended by 12 belts connected to 12 Vectran strings13.

Polar cap

Main sphere
(24 gores)

Cone

Connection pipe

String guide

Corrugated tube

1.5-m straight

12 Vectran strings

12 Nylon belts

Horizontal belt

Figure 3.13: A diagram of IB and supporting structure (left) and a picture of real
scale test balloon (right). Real scale test balloon is made of 85-µm-thick polyethy-
lene, so transparency is worse than the real inner balloon.

3.5.2 Supporting structure

Figure 3.14 shows parts of the IB supporting structure written below.

Corrugated nylon tube and connection pipe

To place the IB at the center of the detector, the length of the connection with the
IB and the top flange becomes almost 7 m. It may be desirable to make a whole
connection part with a clean nylon film to reduce backgrounds, but it is unrealistic

13Vectran is one of the super fiber. We use commercial product of kuraray company.

Practice installation at swimming poolTest balloon at Kamioka

• Mini balloon was installed and filled in August 2011 - KamLAND-Zen 

began !

KamLAND-Zen Experiment
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• Scintillation light observed by array of ~1800 PMTs

• PMT waveforms digitized and saved for offline analysis if 
programmable trigger conditions are met (~300GB/day) 

• PMT charge and hit time extracted from waveforms

• Events tagged as muons/point-like 

• Muon track, event position and energy reconstruction based on 
PMT charge and hit-time distributions 

KamLAND/KamLAND-Zen Data taking
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• Ultimately analysis is done in terms of visible energy 

• Real energy of particles must be converted to visible or 

reconstructed energy

• Energy scale model accounts for particle- and energy dependent 

effects:

& Scintillator quenching effects via first order Birk!s model

& Energy loss by Cherenkov emission

• Detector energy resolution 

22
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Notes on KLZ

T. O’Donnell

January 21, 2013

Table 1: KamLAND Liquid scintillator composition.

Component Chemical formula Fraction

Dodecane C12H26 80.2%(by volume)

Pseudocumene C9H12 19.8%(by volume)

PPO C15H11NO 1.35 g/l

Table 2: KamLAND-Zen Liquid scintillator composition.

Component Chemical formula Fraction

Decane C10H26 82%(by volume)

Pseudocumene C9H12 18%(by volume)

PPO C15H11NO 2.7 g/l

Dissolved Xe
90.93±0.05% 136Xe

2.5% by weight
8.89±0.01% 136Xe

Ēvis

Ereal

= A ×

(

1

1 + R
·

1

1 + kB(dE/dx)
+

R

1 + R
·
dNCh

dE

)

(1)

1
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Notes on KLZ

T. O’Donnell

January 21, 2013

Table 1: KamLAND Liquid scintillator composition.

Component Chemical formula Fraction

Dodecane C12H26 80.2%(by volume)

Pseudocumene C9H12 19.8%(by volume)

PPO C15H11NO 1.35 g/l

Table 2: KamLAND-Zen Liquid scintillator composition.

Component Chemical formula Fraction

Decane C10H26 82%(by volume)

Pseudocumene C9H12 18%(by volume)

PPO C15H11NO 2.7 g/l

Dissolved Xe
90.93±0.05% 136Xe

2.5% by weight
8.89±0.01% 136Xe

Ēvis

Ereal

= A ×

(

1

1 + R
·

1

1 + kB(dE/dx)
+

R

1 + R
·
dNCh

dE

)

(1)

1

Fraction of visible energy (photo electrons) from Cherenkov effects 

Notes on KLZ

T. O’Donnell

January 21, 2013

Table 1: KamLAND Liquid scintillator composition.

Component Chemical formula Fraction

Dodecane C12H26 80.2%(by volume)

Pseudocumene C9H12 19.8%(by volume)

PPO C15H11NO 1.35 g/l

Table 2: KamLAND-Zen Liquid scintillator composition.

Component Chemical formula Fraction

Decane C10H26 82%(by volume)

Pseudocumene C9H12 18%(by volume)

PPO C15H11NO 2.7 g/l

Dissolved Xe
90.93±0.05% 136Xe

2.5% by weight
8.89±0.01% 136Xe

Ēvis

Ereal

= A ×

(

1

1 + R
·

1

1 + kB(dE/dx)
+

R

1 + R
·
dNCh

dE

)

(1)

1

Evis distribution obtained by smearing        with gaussian resolution 

Overall linear response of detector

Scintillator nonlinearity from quenching 
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• Fukushima nuclear accident triggered a regulatory shutdown of 

entire Japanese nuclear industry for safety review

• Dataset includes full 10 year history of KamLAND, with this new 

low-flux period

Reactor On/Off Antineutrino Dataset

2
0
0
2

2
0
0

3

2
0
0
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2
0
0
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2
0
0
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0
0
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2
0
1
1

2
0
1
2

2
0
1
3

2
0
0
8

2
0
0
9

2
0
1
0

Mar 9 2002 Nov 20 2012

2991 days livetime

Period 1

1486 live days

Period 2

1154 live days

Period 3

351 live days

“Reactor On” “Reactor Off”
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Antineutrino Measurement

ν̄e

e
+

n
p

p

e
−

e
+

γ
γ

Eγ = 2.2MeV

Eν̄e
∼ E

e
+ + 0.8MeV

n

〈∆T 〉 ∼ 200µs

ν̄e + p → e
+

+ n

np→ dγ

• Antineutrinos detected via inverse beta decay reaction

ε >30%

M(82Se) 100 − 200 kg

b [ cnts
keV·kg·yr ] O 10−4

δE (FWHM) 4% at 3 MeV

Table 4: Super Nemo

Cut Name Selection

Prompt energy 0.9 < Ep(MeV)<8.5

Delayed energy
1.8 < Ed(MeV)<2.6
4.4 < Ed(MeV)<5.6

Prompt-Delayed spatial separation |#Rp − #Rd|(m)<2.0

Prompt-Delayed time separation 0.5 < (td − tp)(µ s)<1000.0

6

• Basic antineutrino selection cuts:
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SKL(E, t) =
� �

i
Fi(t)
4πL2

i

�
j fi,j(t)Ŝj(E)× P (ν̄e → ν̄e, Li, E) + B(E, t)

�
⊗D(E, t)

What do we measure ?
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• Depends on reactors 

• Physics of interest 

• Backgrounds

• Convolve with detection effects

! cross section

! detector response

SKL(E, t) =
� �

i
Fi(t)
4πL2

i

�
j fi,j(t)Ŝj(E)× P (ν̄e → ν̄e, Li, E) + B(E, t)

�
⊗D(E, t)

What do we measure ?

28
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SKL(E, t) =

Reactor contribution

• >99.9% of fissions come from 235U(56%), 238U (8%),239Pu (30%), & 241Pu (6%)

� �
i
Fi(t)
4πL2

i

�
j fi,j(t)Ŝj(E)× P (ν̄e → ν̄e, Li, E) + B(E, t)

�
⊗D(E, t)

29

• We use shape of “improved Sj” but normalize to cross-section per fission of each 
reactor is adjusted to  reproduce the Bugey4 measurement (1.4 % uncertainty)
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• Accidental coincidences

• alpha-n processes: 

• Geo-neutrinos

• Others:

& Spallation products (9Li/8He)

& Atmospheric neutrinos and fast neutrons

13C(α,n)16O

SKL(E, t) =
� �

i
Fi(t)
4πL2

i

�
j fi,j(t)Ŝj(E)× P (ν̄e → ν̄e, Li, E) + B(E, t)

�
⊗D(E, t)

Backgrounds
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Backgrounds:  Accidentals

fiducial
volume

• Controls: 

- Fiducial volume cut (Rp <6m,Rd<6m)

- liquid scintillator purification 2007~2009

- Joint PDF P(Ed,Rp,Rd,dRp-d,dTp-d) is different for accidental and signal-like 
pairs,  use this to construct likelihood selection (a.k.a LCut)

• Mostly caused by low energy radioactivity on big balloon (prompt) and 208Tl-) 
(delayed)

2

nos. KamLAND observes νe’s from many reactors at a flux-

weighted average distance of 180 km, providing optimal sen-

sitivity for the LMA-MSW ν1-ν2 mixing solution to the solar
neutrino problem. For the length scale relevant to reactor νe

oscillation at KamLAND, the three-flavor survival probability

(P 3ν
ee ), including matter effects, may be approximated as

P 3ν
ee = cos4 θ13P̃

2ν
ee + sin4 θ13 . (1)

The two neutrino survival probability P̃ 2ν
ee has the same form

as the survival probability in matter for ν1-ν2 mixing but with
the electron density (Ne) modified: Ñe = Ne cos2 θ13 [5]. It
is given by

P̃ 2ν
ee = 1− sin2 2θ12M sin2

(
∆m2

21ML

4Eν

)
, (2)

where L is the distance from the source to the detector,Eν is

the νe energy, and θ12M and∆m2
21M are the matter-modified

mixing angle and mass splitting defined by

sin2 2θ12M =
sin2 2θ12

(cos 2θ12 −A/∆m2
21)

2 + sin2 2θ12
, (3)

∆m2
21M = ∆m2

21

√
(cos 2θ12 −A/∆m2

21)
2 + sin2 2θ12 .(4)

The parameter A = ±2
√
2GF ÑeEν has a negative sign for

antineutrinos;GF is the Fermi coupling constant.

Recently, accelerator and short-baseline (∼1km) reactor
experiments have demonstrated that θ13 is non-zero, and have
measured it with high precision [6–10]. An analysis incorpo-

rating this new θ13 constraint will improve the determination
of the other oscillation parameters.

III. GEONEUTRINO FLUX AT KAMLAND

While the mechanical properties of the Earth’s interior are

well established, its composition, including its radiochemical

content, remains uncertain. Decays of uranium (U), thorium

(Th), potassium (K) and their progeny generate heat. Depend-

ing on their abundance and distribution within the Earth, these

decays may be an essential heat source for generating Earth

dynamics. A leading BSE model [11] based on measured el-

emental abundances of chondritic meteorites and mantle peri-

dotites predicts a radiogenic heat production of 8 TW from

the 238U decay chain, 8 TW from the 232Th decay chain, and

4TW from 40K [12]. This would account for nearly half of the

heat dissipation rate from the Earth’s surface, which a recent

analysis finds to be 47± 2TW [13].

The energy spectrum of 40K neutrinos falls entirely below

the 1.8 MeV energy threshold for the inverseβ-decay reaction
by which KamLAND observes antineutrinos, rendering these

decays invisible to KamLAND. However, the 238U and 232Th

decay chain ν̄e’s extend above this threshold with distinct en-
ergy distributions, making possible a direct measurement of

the individual 238U and 232Th contributions.

Inner Balloon
(3.08 m diameter)

Photomultiplier Tubes

Outer Balloon
(13 m diameter)

Buffer Oil

Chimney

Fiducial Volume
(12 m diameter)

LS 1 kton

Xe-LS 13 ton

FIG. 1: Schematic diagram of the KamLAND detector. The shaded

region in the liquid scintillator indicates the volume for the νe anal-

ysis after the inner balloon was installed.

The geo νe flux at the KamLAND detector can be calcu-
lated from the isotope abundances ai($r′) for each isotope i at
source positions $r′ by integrating over the entire Earth,

dΦ(Eν ,$r)

dEν

=
∑

i

Ai
dni(Eν)

dEν

∫

⊕
d3$r′

ai($r′)ρ($r′)Pee(Eν , |$r − $r′|)
4π|$r − $r′|2

, (5)

where $r is the detector position, Ai is the decay rate per unit

mass, dni(Eν)/dEν is the νe energy spectrum for each mode
of decay, ai($r′) is the isotope mass per unit rock mass, ρ($r′) is
the rock density, and Pee(Eν , |$r− $r′|) is the νe survival prob-
ability given by Eq. (1) withL = |$r− $r′|. Given the measured
values of neutrino oscillation parameters and the energy range

of detectable geo νe’s, the integration over the volume of the

Earth averages over the second sine function in Eq. (2), allow-

ing the approximation,

P 3ν
ee $ cos4 θ13

(
1−

1

2
sin2 2θ12

)
+ sin4 θ13. (6)

In Eq. (6) we have neglected matter effects, which modify

the survival probability by<1% [14]. From a global analysis

of neutrino oscillation data involving solar, accelerator, and

reactor neutrinos, including the present KamLAND data, we

obtain Pee = 0.551 ± 0.015. The less-than 3% uncertainty

in Pee is negligible compared to the statistical uncertainty of

KamLAND’s current geo νe flux measurement.

IV. THE KAMLAND EXPERIMENT

KamLAND is located in Gifu Prefecture, Japan, under

Mount Ikenoyama at a depth of ∼2700m water-equivalent.

Period 1+2: Simple spherical cut Period 3: Also veto volume around Zen balloon 
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Eγ = 2.2MeV

n

pn

〈∆T 〉 ∼ 200µs

p

np→ dγ

13C

α

16O∗

γ/e+ − e−

np→ np

• Dominant *-source: 210Po (daughter of 222Rn)

• Mimics inverse # decay:

Backgrounds: alpha-n 
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• simulation tested with 210Po-13C calibration source 

• 210Pb  rate reduced 20-fold by liquid scintillator purification in 

2007~2009

Simulated prompt *-n spectrum

quenched recoil protons

inelastic scattering on 12C

16O excited states

Backgrounds: alpha-n 
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Backgrounds: Geo-neutrinos

• anti-neutrinos expected from 

decays of 232Th, 238U in the earth

• geo-neutrinos are an interesting 'signal! in their own right . . . 

more later

Expected inverse # decay spectrum

232Th
238U

• expected geo-neutrino rate is very 

model dependent,  only spectrum 

shape is used in the analysis
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Backgrounds: Spallation

• 9Li/8He produced by cosmic rays

& Delayed neutron beta emitter (+ ~200 ms)

& Veto pairs within 2s of muon and 3m 
cylinder of well tracked muons

• Fast neutrons produced by untagged muons in the OD, contribution 

estimated by GEANT4 simulation

• Atmospheric neutrino contribution estimated with NUANCE 

simulation 

#t$>2s,

#R$>3m
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Background Summary 4

TABLE I: Estimated backgrounds for νe in the energy range between 0.9MeV and 8.5MeV after event selection cuts.

Background Period 1 Period 2 Period 3 All Periods

(1486 days) (1154 days) (351 days) (2991 days)

1 Accidental 76.1 ± 0.1 44.7 ± 0.1 4.7 ± 0.1 125.5 ± 0.1

2 9Li/8He 17.9 ± 1.4 11.2 ± 1.1 2.5 ± 0.5 31.6 ± 1.9

3

{

13C(α,n)16Og.s., elastic scattering 160.4 ± 16.4 16.5 ± 3.8 2.3 ± 1.0 179.0 ± 21.1
13C(α,n)16Og.s.,

12C(n, n ′)12C∗ (4.4 MeV γ) 6.9 ± 0.7 0.7 ± 0.2 0.10 ± 0.04 7.7 ± 0.9

4

{

13C(α,n)16O∗, 1st e.s. (6.05 MeV e+e−) 14.6 ± 2.9 1.7 ± 0.5 0.21 ± 0.09 16.5 ± 3.5
13C(α,n)16O∗, 2nd e.s. (6.13 MeV γ) 3.4 ± 0.7 0.4 ± 0.1 0.05 ± 0.02 3.9 ± 0.8

5 Fast neutron and atmospheric neutrino < 7.7 < 5.9 < 1.7 < 15.3

Total 279.2 ± 22.1 75.2 ± 7.6 9.9 ± 2.1 364.1 ± 30.5
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FIG. 2: Time evolution of expected and observed rates at KamLAND for νe’s with energies between (a) 0.9MeV and 2.6MeV and (b)

2.6MeV and 8.5MeV. The points indicate the measured rates in a coarse time binning, while the curves show the expected rate variation for

reactor νe’s (black line), reactor νe’s + backgrounds (colored line), and reactor νe’s + backgrounds + geo νe’s (gray line). The geo νe rates

are calculated from the reference model [17]. The vertical bands correspond to data periods not used in the analysis. In the right panel of (a),

the data are grouped according to periods of similar expected reactor νe + background rates, as denoted by the colored bands. The observed

event rate for each group is plotted at the exposure-weighted expected event rate within the group. The efficiency-corrected best-fit value of

the geo νe rate from the full spectral analysis (dashed line), its 1σ error (shaded region), and the model expectation (gray line) are drawn for

comparison. The contribution of geo νe’s in (b) is negligible. The oscillation parameters used to calculate the expected reactor νe rate are the

best-fit values from the global oscillation analysis: tan2 θ12 = 0.436+0.029
−0.025 , ∆m2

21 = 7.53+0.18
−0.18 × 10−5 eV2, and sin2 θ13 = 0.023+0.002

−0.002 .

and reshuffling data for all Japanese commercial reactors. The

thermal power generation used for the normalization of the

fission rates is measured to within 2%. Only four isotopes

contribute significantly to the νe emission spectra; the relative

fission yields, averaged over the entire live-time period for this

result, are (0.567 : 0.078 : 0.298 : 0.057) for (235U : 238U :
239Pu : 241Pu), respectively. A recent recalculation of the νe

spectra per fission of these isotopes introduced a∼3% upward

shift [19, 20] relative to the previous standard calculation [21,

22], causing past measurements at short-baselines to appear

to have seen fewer ν̄e’s than expected. It has been speculated

that this so-called Reactor Antineutrino Anomaly may be due

to some systematic uncertainty or bias, or could potentially

be due to oscillation into a heavy sterile neutrino state with

∆m2 ∼ 1 eV2 [23]. To make our analysis insensitive to these

effects, the normalization of the cross section per fission for

• Geo-neutrino constrained by spectrum

Candidates expected from reactors (no oscillation) 3564 +/- 145 

Candidates expected from background (ex. geo-nu) 364.1 +/- 30.5

Candidates observed 2611
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Antineutrino Analysis

2

nos. KamLAND observes νe’s from many reactors at a flux-

weighted average distance of 180 km, providing optimal sen-

sitivity for the LMA-MSW ν1-ν2 mixing solution to the solar
neutrino problem. For the length scale relevant to reactor νe

oscillation at KamLAND, the three-flavor survival probability

(P 3ν
ee ), including matter effects, may be approximated as

P 3ν
ee = cos4 θ13P̃

2ν
ee + sin4 θ13 . (1)

The two neutrino survival probability P̃ 2ν
ee has the same form

as the survival probability in matter for ν1-ν2 mixing but with
the electron density (Ne) modified: Ñe = Ne cos2 θ13 [5]. It
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experiments have demonstrated that θ13 is non-zero, and have
measured it with high precision [6–10]. An analysis incorpo-

rating this new θ13 constraint will improve the determination
of the other oscillation parameters.
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well established, its composition, including its radiochemical

content, remains uncertain. Decays of uranium (U), thorium

(Th), potassium (K) and their progeny generate heat. Depend-

ing on their abundance and distribution within the Earth, these

decays may be an essential heat source for generating Earth

dynamics. A leading BSE model [11] based on measured el-

emental abundances of chondritic meteorites and mantle peri-

dotites predicts a radiogenic heat production of 8 TW from

the 238U decay chain, 8 TW from the 232Th decay chain, and

4TW from 40K [12]. This would account for nearly half of the

heat dissipation rate from the Earth’s surface, which a recent

analysis finds to be 47± 2TW [13].

The energy spectrum of 40K neutrinos falls entirely below

the 1.8 MeV energy threshold for the inverseβ-decay reaction
by which KamLAND observes antineutrinos, rendering these
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where $r is the detector position, Ai is the decay rate per unit

mass, dni(Eν)/dEν is the νe energy spectrum for each mode
of decay, ai($r′) is the isotope mass per unit rock mass, ρ($r′) is
the rock density, and Pee(Eν , |$r− $r′|) is the νe survival prob-
ability given by Eq. (1) withL = |$r− $r′|. Given the measured
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Earth averages over the second sine function in Eq. (2), allow-

ing the approximation,
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In Eq. (6) we have neglected matter effects, which modify

the survival probability by<1% [14]. From a global analysis

of neutrino oscillation data involving solar, accelerator, and

reactor neutrinos, including the present KamLAND data, we

obtain Pee = 0.551 ± 0.015. The less-than 3% uncertainty

in Pee is negligible compared to the statistical uncertainty of

KamLAND’s current geo νe flux measurement.
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each reactor is adjusted to reproduce the Bugey4 result [24]:

〈σ〉reac. = 〈σ〉Bugey4 +
∑

i

(αreac.
i − αBugey4

i ) 〈σ〉i (7)

where αi is the fractional fission rate of the isotope i. The

contribution from Korean reactors, based on reported elec-

tric power generation, is estimated to be (4.9 ± 0.5)%. The

contribution from Japanese research reactors and all other re-

actors around the world is (1.1 ± 0.6)%. The levels of the

long-lived, out-of-equilibrium fission products 90Sr, 106Ru,

and 144Ce [25] are evaluated from the history of fission rates

for each isotope and are found to contribute an additional

(0.7 ± 0.3)%. Applying the selection cut efficiency, we ex-

pect a total of 3564± 145 events from reactors in the absence

of νe disappearance.

A calculation of the geo νe flux at KamLAND based on

the reference Earth model of [17] gives an expected 109 and

27 geo νe events from U and Th, respectively. Since the es-

timation of the geo νe yield is highly model-dependent, the

event rates from the U and Th decay chains are not constrained

in the oscillation analysis. Only the prompt energy spectral

shapes, which are independent of the Earth model, are used to

constrain their contributions. A possible contribution from a

hypothetical reactor-νe source at the Earth’s center, motivated

by [26] and investigated in [4] and [3], is neglected as a back-

ground in the fit for the oscillation parameters and geoneutrino

fluxes, but is addressed briefly below as an independent signal.

In Period 1, the dominant background is the 13C(α, n)16O
reaction, generated from the α-decay of 210Po in the LS.

The neutrons in this reaction are produced with energies

up to 7.3 MeV, but the visible energy is quenched to be-

low 2.7 MeV. Accounting for the energy-dependent effi-

ciency of the Lcut(Ep) selection, the estimated number of
13C(α, n)16O background events is 207.1 ± 26.3 in the en-

ergy region 0.9 < Ep(MeV) < 8.5. The accidental back-

ground, which dominates in Periods 2 and 3, is measured with

an out-of-time delayed coincidence window from 10 ms to

20 s to be 125.5± 0.1 events. Including smaller contributions

from cosmogenically produced radioactive isotopes, fast neu-

trons produced by cosmic-ray muons, and atmospheric neu-

trinos, the total background is estimated to be 364.1 ± 30.5
events. The backgrounds are detailed in Table I.

VI. ANTINEUTRINOMEASUREMENT AND

OSCILLATION ANALYSIS

To extract the neutrino oscillation parameters and geoneu-

trino fluxes, νe candidates are analyzed with an unbinned

maximum-likelihood method incorporating the event rate and

the prompt energy spectrum shape, including their time vari-

ation, in the range 0.9 < Ep(MeV) < 8.5. The χ2 is defined

by

χ2 = χ2
rate(θ12, θ13,∆m2

21, NBG1→5, N
geo
U,Th,α1→4)

−2 lnLshape(θ12, θ13,∆m2
21, NBG1→5, N

geo
U,Th,α1→4)

+χ2
BG(NBG1→5) + χ2

syst(α1→4)

+χ2
osci(θ12, θ13,∆m2

21) . (8)
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FIG. 3: Prompt energy spectrum of νe candidate events above the

0.9 MeV energy threshold (vertical dashed line) for each data tak-

ing period. The background, reactor and geo νe contributions are

the best-fit values from a KamLAND-only analysis. The prompt en-

ergy spectra of νe candidate events in the low-energy region are also

shown in the inset panels with a finer binning. The top panel shows

the energy-dependent selection efficiency curves for each period.

The terms are, in order: the χ2 contribution for (i) the time-

varying event rate, (ii) the time-varying prompt energy spec-

trum shape, (iii) a penalty term for backgrounds, (iv) a penalty

term for systematic uncertainties, and (v) a penalty term for

the oscillation parameters. Ngeo
U,Th are the flux normalization

parameters for U and Th geo νe’s, and allow for an Earth-

model-independent analysis. NBG1→5 are the expected num-

ber of backgrounds, and are allowed to vary in the fit but are

constrained with the penalty term (iii) using the estimates de-

scribed in the preceding section and listed, with the corre-

sponding index, in Table I. α1→4 parametrize the uncertain-

ties on the reactor νe spectrum, the energy scale, the event

rate, and the energy-dependent detection efficiency; these pa-

rameters are allowed to vary in the analysis but are constrained
This term used to incorporate 

constraints from other experiments
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each reactor is adjusted to reproduce the Bugey4 result [24]:

〈σ〉reac. = 〈σ〉Bugey4 +
∑

i

(αreac.
i − αBugey4

i ) 〈σ〉i (7)

where αi is the fractional fission rate of the isotope i. The

contribution from Korean reactors, based on reported elec-

tric power generation, is estimated to be (4.9 ± 0.5)%. The

contribution from Japanese research reactors and all other re-

actors around the world is (1.1 ± 0.6)%. The levels of the

long-lived, out-of-equilibrium fission products 90Sr, 106Ru,

and 144Ce [25] are evaluated from the history of fission rates

for each isotope and are found to contribute an additional

(0.7 ± 0.3)%. Applying the selection cut efficiency, we ex-

pect a total of 3564± 145 events from reactors in the absence

of νe disappearance.

A calculation of the geo νe flux at KamLAND based on

the reference Earth model of [17] gives an expected 109 and

27 geo νe events from U and Th, respectively. Since the es-

timation of the geo νe yield is highly model-dependent, the

event rates from the U and Th decay chains are not constrained

in the oscillation analysis. Only the prompt energy spectral

shapes, which are independent of the Earth model, are used to

constrain their contributions. A possible contribution from a

hypothetical reactor-νe source at the Earth’s center, motivated

by [26] and investigated in [4] and [3], is neglected as a back-

ground in the fit for the oscillation parameters and geoneutrino

fluxes, but is addressed briefly below as an independent signal.

In Period 1, the dominant background is the 13C(α, n)16O
reaction, generated from the α-decay of 210Po in the LS.

The neutrons in this reaction are produced with energies

up to 7.3 MeV, but the visible energy is quenched to be-

low 2.7 MeV. Accounting for the energy-dependent effi-

ciency of the Lcut(Ep) selection, the estimated number of
13C(α, n)16O background events is 207.1 ± 26.3 in the en-

ergy region 0.9 < Ep(MeV) < 8.5. The accidental back-

ground, which dominates in Periods 2 and 3, is measured with

an out-of-time delayed coincidence window from 10 ms to

20 s to be 125.5± 0.1 events. Including smaller contributions

from cosmogenically produced radioactive isotopes, fast neu-

trons produced by cosmic-ray muons, and atmospheric neu-

trinos, the total background is estimated to be 364.1 ± 30.5
events. The backgrounds are detailed in Table I.

VI. ANTINEUTRINOMEASUREMENT AND

OSCILLATION ANALYSIS

To extract the neutrino oscillation parameters and geoneu-

trino fluxes, νe candidates are analyzed with an unbinned

maximum-likelihood method incorporating the event rate and

the prompt energy spectrum shape, including their time vari-

ation, in the range 0.9 < Ep(MeV) < 8.5. The χ2 is defined

by

χ2 = χ2
rate(θ12, θ13,∆m2

21, NBG1→5, N
geo
U,Th,α1→4)

−2 lnLshape(θ12, θ13,∆m2
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FIG. 3: Prompt energy spectrum of νe candidate events above the

0.9 MeV energy threshold (vertical dashed line) for each data tak-

ing period. The background, reactor and geo νe contributions are

the best-fit values from a KamLAND-only analysis. The prompt en-

ergy spectra of νe candidate events in the low-energy region are also

shown in the inset panels with a finer binning. The top panel shows

the energy-dependent selection efficiency curves for each period.

The terms are, in order: the χ2 contribution for (i) the time-

varying event rate, (ii) the time-varying prompt energy spec-

trum shape, (iii) a penalty term for backgrounds, (iv) a penalty

term for systematic uncertainties, and (v) a penalty term for

the oscillation parameters. Ngeo
U,Th are the flux normalization

parameters for U and Th geo νe’s, and allow for an Earth-

model-independent analysis. NBG1→5 are the expected num-

ber of backgrounds, and are allowed to vary in the fit but are

constrained with the penalty term (iii) using the estimates de-

scribed in the preceding section and listed, with the corre-

sponding index, in Table I. α1→4 parametrize the uncertain-

ties on the reactor νe spectrum, the energy scale, the event

rate, and the energy-dependent detection efficiency; these pa-

rameters are allowed to vary in the analysis but are constrained
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FIG. 6: Prompt energy spectrum of the νe events in the low-energy

region for all data taking periods. Bottom panel: data together with

the best-fit background and geo νe contributions. The fit incorporates

all available constraints on the oscillation parameters. The shaded

background and geo νe histograms are cumulative. Middle panel:

observed geo νe spectrum after subtraction of reactor νe’s and other

background sources. The dashed and dotted lines show the best-fit

U and Th spectral contributions, respectively. The blue shaded curve

shows the expectation from the geological reference model of [17].

Top panel: the energy-dependent selection efficiency.

from solar neutrino experiments are tan2 θ12 = 0.437+0.029
−0.026,

∆m2
21 = 7.53+0.19

−0.18 × 10−5 eV2, and sin2 θ13 = 0.023+0.015
−0.015.

A global analysis including also constraints on θ13 from accel-

erator and short-baseline reactor neutrino experiments yields

tan2 θ12 = 0.436+0.029
−0.025, ∆m2

21 = 7.53+0.18
−0.18 × 10−5 eV2,

and sin2 θ13 = 0.023+0.002
−0.002. The fit values for the different

combinations are summarized in Table III. Figure 4 shows the

extracted confidence intervals in the (tan2 θ12, ∆m2
21) plane

with and without the θ13 constraint.

TABLE III: Summary of the fit values for ∆m2
21, tan2 θ12 and

sin2 θ13 from three-flavor neutrino oscillation analyses with various

combinations of experimental data.

Data combination ∆m2
21 tan2 θ12 sin2 θ13

KamLAND 7.54+0.19
−0.18 0.481+0.092

−0.080 0.010+0.033
−0.034

KamLAND + solar 7.53+0.19
−0.18 0.437+0.029

−0.026 0.023+0.015
−0.015

KamLAND + solar + θ13 7.53+0.18
−0.18 0.436+0.029

−0.025 0.023+0.002
−0.002
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FIG. 7: (a) Confidence level (C.L.) contours for the observed number

of geo νe events. The small shaded region represents the prediction

of the reference model of [17]. The vertical dashed line represents

the value of (NU − NTh)/(NU + NTh) expected for a Th/U mass

ratio of 3.9 derived from chondritic meteorites. (b)∆χ2-profile from

the fit to the total number of geo νe events, fixing the Th/U mass ratio

at 3.9. The grey band represent the geochemical model prediction,

assuming a 20% uncertainty in the abundance estimates.

The KamLAND data illustrates the oscillatory shape of re-

actor νe’s arising from neutrino oscillation. The ratio of the

background- and geo-νe-subtracted reactor νe spectrum to the

no-oscillation expectation is shown in Fig. 5 as a function of

L0/E, where L0 = 180 km is the flux-weighted average re-

actor baseline. The improved determination of the geo νe flux

resulting from the addition of the reactor-off data makes the

second peak at L0/E = 70 km/MeV more evident than in

previous analyses.

Prompt spectrum Best-fit number of geo-nu

Best-fit (NU+NTh): 116 +28
-27 

(Th/U mass ratio fixed to 3.9)
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TABLE I: Estimated backgrounds for νe in the energy range between 0.9MeV and 8.5MeV after event selection cuts.

Background Period 1 Period 2 Period 3 All Periods
(1486 days) (1154 days) (351 days) (2991 days)

1 Accidental 76.1 ± 0.1 44.7 ± 0.1 4.7 ± 0.1 125.5 ± 0.1
2 9Li/8He 17.9 ± 1.4 11.2 ± 1.1 2.5 ± 0.5 31.6 ± 1.9

3
 13C(α,n)16Og.s., elastic scattering 160.4 ± 16.4 16.5 ± 3.8 2.3 ± 1.0 179.0 ± 21.1

13C(α,n)16Og.s., 12C(n,n ′)12C∗ (4.4 MeV γ) 6.9 ± 0.7 0.7 ± 0.2 0.10 ± 0.04 7.7 ± 0.9

4
 13C(α,n)16O∗, 1st e.s. (6.05 MeV e+e−) 14.6 ± 2.9 1.7 ± 0.5 0.21 ± 0.09 16.5 ± 3.5

13C(α,n)16O∗, 2nd e.s. (6.13 MeV γ) 3.4 ± 0.7 0.4 ± 0.1 0.05 ± 0.02 3.9 ± 0.8
5 Fast neutron and atmospheric neutrino < 7.7 < 5.9 < 1.7 < 15.3
Total 279.2 ± 22.1 75.2 ± 7.6 9.9 ± 2.1 364.1 ± 30.5
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FIG. 2: Time evolution of expected and observed rates at KamLAND for νe’s with energies between (a) 0.9MeV and 2.6MeV and (b)
2.6MeV and 8.5 MeV. The points indicate the measured rates in a coarse time binning, while the curves show the expected rate variation for
reactor νe’s (black line), reactor νe’s + backgrounds (colored line), and reactor νe’s + backgrounds + geo νe’s (gray line). The geo νe rates
are calculated from the reference model [17]. The vertical bands correspond to data periods not used in the analysis. In the right panel of (a),
the data are grouped according to periods of similar expected reactor νe + background rates, as denoted by the colored bands. The observed
event rate for each group is plotted at the exposure-weighted expected event rate within the group. The efficiency-corrected best-fit value of
the geo νe rate from the full spectral analysis (dashed line), its 1σ error (shaded region), and the model expectation (gray line) are drawn for
comparison. The contribution of geo νe’s in (b) is negligible. The oscillation parameters used to calculate the expected reactor νe rate are the
best-fit values from the global oscillation analysis: tan2 θ12 = 0.436+0.029

−0.025, ∆m2
21 = 7.53+0.18

−0.18 × 10−5 eV2, and sin2 θ13 = 0.023+0.002
−0.002.

and reshuffling data for all Japanese commercial reactors. The
thermal power generation used for the normalization of the
fission rates is measured to within 2%. Only four isotopes
contribute significantly to the νe emission spectra; the relative
fission yields, averaged over the entire live-time period for this
result, are (0.567 : 0.078 : 0.298 : 0.057) for (235U : 238U :
239Pu : 241Pu), respectively. A recent recalculation of the νe

spectra per fission of these isotopes introduced a ∼3% upward

shift [19, 20] relative to the previous standard calculation [21,
22], causing past measurements at short-baselines to appear
to have seen fewer ν̄e’s than expected. It has been speculated
that this so-called Reactor Antineutrino Anomaly may be due
to some systematic uncertainty or bias, or could potentially
be due to oscillation into a heavy sterile neutrino state with
∆m2 ∼ 1 eV2 [23]. To make our analysis insensitive to these
effects, the normalization of the cross section per fission for

Integrate the rate at different times to get the point 
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TABLE I: Estimated backgrounds for νe in the energy range between 0.9MeV and 8.5MeV after event selection cuts.

Background Period 1 Period 2 Period 3 All Periods
(1486 days) (1154 days) (351 days) (2991 days)

1 Accidental 76.1 ± 0.1 44.7 ± 0.1 4.7 ± 0.1 125.5 ± 0.1
2 9Li/8He 17.9 ± 1.4 11.2 ± 1.1 2.5 ± 0.5 31.6 ± 1.9

3
 13C(α,n)16Og.s., elastic scattering 160.4 ± 16.4 16.5 ± 3.8 2.3 ± 1.0 179.0 ± 21.1

13C(α,n)16Og.s., 12C(n,n ′)12C∗ (4.4 MeV γ) 6.9 ± 0.7 0.7 ± 0.2 0.10 ± 0.04 7.7 ± 0.9

4
 13C(α,n)16O∗, 1st e.s. (6.05 MeV e+e−) 14.6 ± 2.9 1.7 ± 0.5 0.21 ± 0.09 16.5 ± 3.5

13C(α,n)16O∗, 2nd e.s. (6.13 MeV γ) 3.4 ± 0.7 0.4 ± 0.1 0.05 ± 0.02 3.9 ± 0.8
5 Fast neutron and atmospheric neutrino < 7.7 < 5.9 < 1.7 < 15.3
Total 279.2 ± 22.1 75.2 ± 7.6 9.9 ± 2.1 364.1 ± 30.5
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FIG. 2: Time evolution of expected and observed rates at KamLAND for νe’s with energies between (a) 0.9MeV and 2.6MeV and (b)
2.6MeV and 8.5 MeV. The points indicate the measured rates in a coarse time binning, while the curves show the expected rate variation for
reactor νe’s (black line), reactor νe’s + backgrounds (colored line), and reactor νe’s + backgrounds + geo νe’s (gray line). The geo νe rates
are calculated from the reference model [17]. The vertical bands correspond to data periods not used in the analysis. In the right panel of (a),
the data are grouped according to periods of similar expected reactor νe + background rates, as denoted by the colored bands. The observed
event rate for each group is plotted at the exposure-weighted expected event rate within the group. The efficiency-corrected best-fit value of
the geo νe rate from the full spectral analysis (dashed line), its 1σ error (shaded region), and the model expectation (gray line) are drawn for
comparison. The contribution of geo νe’s in (b) is negligible. The oscillation parameters used to calculate the expected reactor νe rate are the
best-fit values from the global oscillation analysis: tan2 θ12 = 0.436+0.029

−0.025, ∆m2
21 = 7.53+0.18

−0.18 × 10−5 eV2, and sin2 θ13 = 0.023+0.002
−0.002.

and reshuffling data for all Japanese commercial reactors. The
thermal power generation used for the normalization of the
fission rates is measured to within 2%. Only four isotopes
contribute significantly to the νe emission spectra; the relative
fission yields, averaged over the entire live-time period for this
result, are (0.567 : 0.078 : 0.298 : 0.057) for (235U : 238U :
239Pu : 241Pu), respectively. A recent recalculation of the νe

spectra per fission of these isotopes introduced a ∼3% upward

shift [19, 20] relative to the previous standard calculation [21,
22], causing past measurements at short-baselines to appear
to have seen fewer ν̄e’s than expected. It has been speculated
that this so-called Reactor Antineutrino Anomaly may be due
to some systematic uncertainty or bias, or could potentially
be due to oscillation into a heavy sterile neutrino state with
∆m2 ∼ 1 eV2 [23]. To make our analysis insensitive to these
effects, the normalization of the cross section per fission for

Integrate the rate at different times to get the point 
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TABLE I: Two data sets used in this 136Xe 0νββ decay analysis.

DS-1 DS-2 Total

livetime (days) 112.3 101.1 213.4

fiducial Xe-LS mass (ton) 8.04 5.55 -

Xe concentration (wt%) 2.44 2.48 -
136Xe mass (kg) 179 125 -
136Xe exposure (kg-yr) 54.9 34.6 89.5

tor are given in Ref. [2].

We report on data collected between October 12, 2011, and

June 14, 2012. In February 2012 we attempted to remove

impurities from KamLAND-Zen by passing 37m3 of the Xe-

LS (corresponding to 2.3 full volume exchanges) through a

50 nm PTFE-based filter. To facilitate analysis, we divided the

data into two sets: one taken before (DS-1) and the other after

(DS-2) the filtration. DS-1 corresponds to the data set reported

in Ref. [4] except with the fiducial radius increased to 1.35m

to optimize the 0νββ search, yielding a fiducial Xe-LS mass
of 8.04 tons. For DS-2, additional fiducial volume cuts were

made around the siphoning hardware left in place after the fil-

tration ended–namely, a 0.2-m-radius cylindrical cut along the

length of the Teflon piping, as well as a 1.2-m-radius spherical

cut around the stainless steel inlet at its tip. The total livetime

after removing periods of high background rate due to 222Rn

daughters introduced by the filtration is 213.4 days. The live-

time, fiducial Xe-LSmass, Xe concentration, 136Xe mass, and

exposure for the data sets are summarized in Table I.

Event vertex and energy are reconstructed based on the tim-

ing and charge distributions of photoelectrons recorded by

the PMTs. Energy calibration is performed using 208Tl γ’s
from a ThO2W source [2], 214Bi β’s and γ’s from 222Rn

(τ = 5.5 day) introduced during the initial filling of the IB
with Xe-LS, and 2.225MeV γ’s from capture of spallation

neutrons by protons. Uncertainties from the nonlinear energy

response due to scintillator quenching and Cherenkov light

production are constrained by the calibrations. The energy

scale variation was confirmed by the neutron-capture γ data
to be less than 1.0% over the Xe-LS volume, and stable to

within 1.0% during the data taking period. The vertex res-

olution is ∼15 cm/
√

E(MeV), and the energy resolution is

(6.6± 0.3)%/
√

E(MeV).

Double-beta decay events are selected by performing the

following series of cuts: (i) The reconstructed vertex must be

within the FV defined for each data set. (ii) Muons and events

within 2ms after muons are rejected. (iii) Events occurring

within 3ms of another are eliminated to avoid background

from 214Bi-214Po (τ=237µs) decays. (iv) Reactor νe’s iden-

tified by a delayed coincidence of positrons and neutron-

capture γ’s are eliminated. (v) Poorly reconstructed events are
rejected. These events are tagged using a vertex-time-charge

discriminator which measures how well the observed PMT

time-charge distributions agree with those expected based on

the reconstructed vertex [5]. The event selection criteria (ii-v)

are the same as those described in detail in Ref. [2]. The total

efficiency for identifying ββ events is (99.8±0.2)%. The cuts

impose a deadtime of <0.2%.
Nominally, the 1.35-m-radius FV for DS-1 corresponds to

0.624± 0.006 of the total Xe-LS volume (16.51± 0.17m3),

or 179 kg of 136Xe. The FV fraction is also estimated from

the ratio of 214Bi events which pass the FV cuts to the total

number in the entire Xe-LS volume after subtraction of the

IB surface contribution. The result is 0.620 ± 0.007(stat) ±
0.021(syst). The difference in these values is taken as a mea-
sure of the systemic error on the vertex-defined FV. Combin-

ing the errors, we obtain a 3.9% systematic uncertainty on

the FV for DS-1. Similarly, the error for DS-2 is estimated

to be 4.1%. The total systematic uncertainties on the ββ de-
cay half-life measurements for DS-1/DS-2 are 3.9%/4.1% [4],

resulting from the quadrature sum of the uncertainties in

the fiducial volume (3.9%/4.1%), enrichment level of 136Xe

(0.05%) [2], Xe concentration (0.34%/0.37%), detector en-

ergy scale (0.3%) [2], and detection efficiency (0.2%).

The main contributors to the ββ decay background can be
divided into three categories: those from radioactive impuri-

ties in the Xe-LS; those from muon-induced spallation prod-

ucts; and those external to the Xe-LS, mainly from the IB ma-

terial. The U and Th contaminations in the Xe-LS can be

investigated by the delayed coincidence detection of 214Bi-
214Po and 212Bi-212Po. Assuming secular equilibrium, the
238U and 232Th concentrations are estimated to be (1.3 ±
0.2) × 10−16 g/g and (1.8 ± 0.1) × 10−15 g/g, respectively.

The 238U level reported in Ref. [2] was overestimated due to

slight contamination of 222Rn in early data, which can be re-

moved. To allow for the possibility of decay chain nonequilib-

rium, however, the Bi-Po measurements are used to constrain

only the rates for the 222Rn-210Pb subchain of the 238U series

and the 228Th-208Pb subchain of the 232Th series, while other

background rates in both series are left unconstrained.

Spallation neutrons are captured mainly on protons

(2.225MeV) and 12C (4.946MeV) in organic scintillator

components, and only rarely on 136Xe (4.026MeV) and 134Xe

(6.364MeV), with fractions of the total captures, 9.5 × 10−4

and 9.4 × 10−5, respectively, for the latter two. The neutron

capture product 137Xe (β−, τ = 5.5min, Q = 4.17MeV) is
a potential background, but its expected rate is negligible in

the current 0νββ search. For carbon spallation products, we
expect event rates of 1.11 ± 0.28 (ton·day)−1 and (2.11 ±
0.44) × 10−2 (ton·day)−1 from 11C (β+, τ = 29.4min,
Q = 1.98MeV) and 10C (β+, τ = 27.8 s, Q = 3.65MeV),
respectively. There are no past experimental data for muon

spallation of Xe, but background from short-lived products of

Xe with lifetimes of less than 100 s is constrained from the

study of muon time-correlated events [2].

By looking at events near the IB radius, we found that the

IB, which was fabricated 100 km from the Fukushima-I re-

actor, was contaminated by fallout from the Fukushima nu-

clear accident in March 2011 [2]. The dominant activities

from this fallout are 134Cs (β + γ’s) and 137Cs (0.662MeV

γ), but they do not generate background in the energy region
2.2 < E < 3.0MeV relevant to the 136Xe 0νββ decay search
(i.e., the 0νββ window). In this region, the dominant IB con-
taminant is 214Bi (β + γ’s) from the U decay chain. The Cs
and U are not distributed uniformly on the IB film. Rather,

• First phase data set: Oct 12 2011 - June 14 2012

• Divided into 2 periods: DS1, DS2, filtration 

hardware introduced in Feb. 2012, plumbing 

remained inside Xe-LS afterwards

• Dataset summary
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FIG. 1: Schematic diagram of the KamLAND-Zen detector.

containment tank (SST) shields the LS from external radia-

tion. Scintillation light is recorded by 1,325 17-inch and 554

20-inch photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) mounted on the SST,

providing 34% solid-angle coverage. The SST is surrounded

by a 3.2 kton water-Cherenkov outer detector (OD). Details of

the KamLAND detector are given in Ref. [9].

The data acquisition system (DAQ) is triggered when 70

or more 17-inch PMTs are hit (primary trigger), which cor-

responds to a threshold of ∼0.4 MeV. The signals on all hit

PMTs are digitized for ∼200 ns for offline analysis. After

each primary trigger the threshold is lowered to ∼0.25 MeV

for 1 ms to study sequential decays. The scintillation light

from the two coincident e− produced by 136Xe ββ decay can-

not be separated, so only their summed energy is observed.

For hypothetical 0νββ decays, the sum is always 2.458 MeV

(Q value of the 136Xe ββ decay) [10], while for the 2νββ
decays the sum has a continuous spectrum up to the Q value.

Event energy (visible energy) is estimated from the number

of observed photoelectrons (p.e.) after correcting for PMT

gain variation and solid angle, shadowing, and transparency

of detector materials. The corrections depend on the event

vertex. The vertex reconstruction is based on the maximum

likelihood fit to the pulse shape of each PMT hit timing after

correcting for photon time of flight. The pulse shape is al-

most determined by scintillation decay time and dark hit con-

tribution, and it differs between 17-inch and 20-inch PMTs

due to different transit-time spreads. The vertex resolution

is estimated from radial distributions of radioactive contam-

inants (see Fig. 3) to be σ ∼15 cm/
√

E(MeV). The en-

ergy response is calibrated with γ’s from a 208Tl (ThO2W)

source, 214Bi (β + γ’s) from 222Rn (τ = 5.5 day) introduced

during detector modification, and 2.225 MeV γ’s from spalla-

tion neutrons captured on protons.

Figure 2(a) shows the energy spectrum obtained when the

ThO2W source, contained in a ∼5-mm-thick lead capsule,

was deployed close to the outer surface of the IB. The most

intense peak is due to the primary γ of 208Tl (2.614 MeV).
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FIG. 2: Visible energy distributions of (a) γ’s from the 208Tl cal-

ibration source and (b) 214Bi (β + γ’s) decays in the Xe-LS. The

lines indicate the best fits to the analytical spectral models with the

resolution and energy scale parameters floating. The fit to (a) has a

χ2/d.o.f. = 5.0/8 and (b) has a χ2/d.o.f. = 27.0/29.

The less intense peak near ∼3.1 MeV is from multiple-γ cas-

cades of 208Tl. According to Monte Carlo (MC) studies, the

degradation of the primary γ inside the source is negligible,

and the distribution around the primary peak can be described

by a Gaussian distribution and a third-order polynomial. The

mean and width of the Gaussian distribution are relatively in-

sensitive to the polynomial parameters. The resultant energy

resolution at 2.614 MeV is σ = (6.6 ± 0.3)%/
√

E(MeV).
The parameters of a detector energy nonlinear response model

describing effects from scintillator quenching and Cherenkov

light production are constrained to reproduce the 2.614 MeV
208Tl peak position and the spectral shape of 214Bi events

[Fig. 2(b)]. From the neutron-capture γ data, systematic vari-

ation of the energy reconstruction over the Xe-LS volume is

less than 1.0%, and the detector energy response is stable to

within 1.0% during the data set.

III. CANDIDATE EVENT SELECTION

Candidate ββ decay events are selected by performing the

following series of cuts: (i) The reconstructed vertex must be

within 1.2 m of the detector center, defining the fiducial vol-

ume (FV). (ii) Muon (events with more than 10,000 p.e. or

more than 5 OD hits) and events occurring within 2 ms af-

ter muons are eliminated. (iii) A coincidence cut eliminates

sequential events that occur within 3 ms of each other; this re-

moves (99.97± 0.01)% of 214Bi-214Po (β + γ, then α decay,

%E/E = (6.6+/0.3) %/!E Energy resolution Xe-LS

KamLAND-Zen: Energy Calibration
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FIG. 1: Schematic diagram of the KamLAND-Zen detector.

containment tank (SST) shields the LS from external radia-

tion. Scintillation light is recorded by 1,325 17-inch and 554

20-inch photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) mounted on the SST,

providing 34% solid-angle coverage. The SST is surrounded

by a 3.2 kton water-Cherenkov outer detector (OD). Details of

the KamLAND detector are given in Ref. [9].

The data acquisition system (DAQ) is triggered when 70

or more 17-inch PMTs are hit (primary trigger), which cor-

responds to a threshold of ∼0.4 MeV. The signals on all hit

PMTs are digitized for ∼200 ns for offline analysis. After

each primary trigger the threshold is lowered to ∼0.25 MeV

for 1 ms to study sequential decays. The scintillation light

from the two coincident e− produced by 136Xe ββ decay can-

not be separated, so only their summed energy is observed.

For hypothetical 0νββ decays, the sum is always 2.458 MeV

(Q value of the 136Xe ββ decay) [10], while for the 2νββ
decays the sum has a continuous spectrum up to the Q value.

Event energy (visible energy) is estimated from the number

of observed photoelectrons (p.e.) after correcting for PMT

gain variation and solid angle, shadowing, and transparency

of detector materials. The corrections depend on the event

vertex. The vertex reconstruction is based on the maximum

likelihood fit to the pulse shape of each PMT hit timing after

correcting for photon time of flight. The pulse shape is al-

most determined by scintillation decay time and dark hit con-

tribution, and it differs between 17-inch and 20-inch PMTs

due to different transit-time spreads. The vertex resolution

is estimated from radial distributions of radioactive contam-

inants (see Fig. 3) to be σ ∼15 cm/
√

E(MeV). The en-

ergy response is calibrated with γ’s from a 208Tl (ThO2W)

source, 214Bi (β + γ’s) from 222Rn (τ = 5.5 day) introduced

during detector modification, and 2.225 MeV γ’s from spalla-

tion neutrons captured on protons.

Figure 2(a) shows the energy spectrum obtained when the

ThO2W source, contained in a ∼5-mm-thick lead capsule,

was deployed close to the outer surface of the IB. The most

intense peak is due to the primary γ of 208Tl (2.614 MeV).
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FIG. 2: Visible energy distributions of (a) γ’s from the 208Tl cal-

ibration source and (b) 214Bi (β + γ’s) decays in the Xe-LS. The

lines indicate the best fits to the analytical spectral models with the

resolution and energy scale parameters floating. The fit to (a) has a

χ2/d.o.f. = 5.0/8 and (b) has a χ2/d.o.f. = 27.0/29.

The less intense peak near ∼3.1 MeV is from multiple-γ cas-

cades of 208Tl. According to Monte Carlo (MC) studies, the

degradation of the primary γ inside the source is negligible,

and the distribution around the primary peak can be described

by a Gaussian distribution and a third-order polynomial. The

mean and width of the Gaussian distribution are relatively in-

sensitive to the polynomial parameters. The resultant energy

resolution at 2.614 MeV is σ = (6.6 ± 0.3)%/
√

E(MeV).
The parameters of a detector energy nonlinear response model

describing effects from scintillator quenching and Cherenkov

light production are constrained to reproduce the 2.614 MeV
208Tl peak position and the spectral shape of 214Bi events

[Fig. 2(b)]. From the neutron-capture γ data, systematic vari-

ation of the energy reconstruction over the Xe-LS volume is

less than 1.0%, and the detector energy response is stable to

within 1.0% during the data set.

III. CANDIDATE EVENT SELECTION

Candidate ββ decay events are selected by performing the

following series of cuts: (i) The reconstructed vertex must be

within 1.2 m of the detector center, defining the fiducial vol-

ume (FV). (ii) Muon (events with more than 10,000 p.e. or

more than 5 OD hits) and events occurring within 2 ms af-

ter muons are eliminated. (iii) A coincidence cut eliminates

sequential events that occur within 3 ms of each other; this re-

moves (99.97± 0.01)% of 214Bi-214Po (β + γ, then α decay,

• Fit to 214Bi and 208Tl data to determine 

energy scale parameters

• Stability monitored with spallation neutron 

capture gammas

KamLAND-Zen: Energy Calibration

• 214Bi tagged by coincidence with 214Po 

alpha (daughter of 222Rn)
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• Fiducial volume cut to reject background from mini-balloon and 

filtration hardware

DS1: R<1.35m
DS2 (filtration plumbing): 

R<1.35m , dRtube >0.2m,  

dRnozzle>1.2m

• Fiducial volume cut optimized to reduce background for 0nubb 

analysis 

KamLAND-Zen: Event Selection
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• Fiducial volume cut to reject background from mini-balloon

• Coincidence cuts:

& Veto events within 2ms after muon candidates 

& Veto event pairs (E1,T1), (E2,T2) with (T2-T1< 3ms) and  

0.35<E2< 1.5 MeV (214Bi-Po, 212Bi-Po cut)

& Veto event pairs (E1,T1), (E2,T2) with (T2-T1< 1ms) and E1 > 

1.5 MeV (antineutrino cut)

• After fiducial volume cut  bb selection efficiency: 99.8 +/- 0.2 %

• Dead time from cuts: <0.2 %

KamLAND-Zen: Event Selection
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• Residual background from mini balloon

- Between 1.2 MeV <E < 2.0 MeV IB activity dominated by 134Cs, 

consistent with fallout from Fukushima reactor incident

- Between 2.2 MeV < E < 3.0 MeV IB activity is dominated by 214Bi 

decays

- Events on mini balloon reconstructing inside fid. volume due to 

vertex resolution

• Spallation backgrounds

- 10C and 11C estimated from previous KamLAND data

- Not much previous data on Xe spallation products.  We can place 

limits on short lived Xe-products using post-muon data

- Longer lived spallation products estimated to be negligible from 

simulation

KamLAND-Zen: Remaining backgrounds
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• Residual 232Th (212Bi-Po) and 238U (214Bi-Po) in Xe-LS assuming 

equilibrium:

238U 1.3+/- 0.2 x10-16g/g

232Th 1.8+/- 0.1 x10-15g/g

• Searched Table of Isotopes for long-lived isotopes 

leading to decays in the ROI for 0vBB search

208Bi (EC) +=5.31x105 yr Q=2.88 MeV

88Y(EC) +=154 d Q=3.62 MeV

60Co (#-) +=7.61 yr Q=2.82 MeV

110mAg (#-) +=360 d Q=3.01 MeV

KamLAND-Zen: Internal Xe-LS Backgrounds
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• Binned maximum likelihood fit to the energy spectrum of 

candidates (energy-likelihood)

• Time-likelihood to constrain some backgrounds  in 0vBB 

ROI by their decay lifetime

• Penalty-likelihood to account for other constraints on some 

fit parameters, e.g energy scale model

CHAPTER 7. ANALYSIS 118

are already described in the previous section. Detector energy scale is shown in
later. Xe-LS edge effect comes from the events near the IB surface. These events
deposit their energy both in the Xe-LS and KamLAND-LS. Its contribution to the
systematic error is evaluated by Monte Carlo simulation. The detection efficiency is
estimated from event selection. Total systematic uncertainty is evaluated to 5.2%
from the quadratic sum of individual contribution.

Table 7.1: Systematic uncertainties evaluated for 136Xe 2νββ decay half-life mea-
surement. Total uncertainty is 5.2%.

Source Uncertainty
Live Time 0.003%

Fiducial Volume 5.2%
Enrichment of 136Xe 0.05%
Xe Concentration 0.34%

Detection Efficiency 0.2%
Detector Energy Scale 0.36%

Xe-LS Edge Effect 0.06%
Total 5.2%

7.5 Spectral fit

7.5.1 Spectral fit

The decay rate of 136Xe double-beta decay is estimated from likelihood fit to the
binned energy distribution between 0.5 and 4.8 MeV. Although the event selection
and backgrounds are already described in Chapter 5 and 6, respectively, we again
remarks that the selected events are in the 1.2-m-radius fiducial volume, and an
exposure of 136Xe is 38.6 kg·yr. The 2νββ, 0νββ decays, and backgrounds are fitted
simultaneously. It searches for the minimum of χ2 with 17 free parameters, 8 con-
strained parameters and 3 energy scale (constrained) parameters. It is summarized
in Table 7.2. A χ2 is defined as follows;

χ2 = χ2
energy + χ2

time + χ2
penalty, (7.4)

where, χ2
energy is obtained from the number of events in each energy bin (86 bins),

χ2
time is calculated with each run’s events in 0νββ window (2.2 < E < 3.0 MeV), and

χ2
penalty is evaluated from 8 constrained backgrounds and 3 energy scale parameters.

A χ2
energy is defined with ni (the number of observed events in i-th energy bin) and

νi (the number of expected events in i-th energy bin) as follows;

χ2
energy =

{
2 ×

∑
i[νi − ni + nilog(ni/νi)] (ni #= 0)

2 ×
∑

i[νi − ni] (ni = 0).
(7.5)

The χ2
time is evaluated from events in 2.2 < E < 3.0 MeV energy region. Relevant

isotopes for this calculation are 136Xe 0νββ decay, 110Agm, 208Bi, 88Y, 60Co and 238U

KamLAND-Zen: Data Analysis
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Signal
2νββ

0νββ

Backgrounds

40K
222Rn-210Pb
228Th-208Pb
232Th-228Th (228Ac)
238U-222Rn (234Pa)
85Kr
210Bi
134Cs,137Cs
129mTe,95Nb,90Y,89Sr
110mAg,60Co,88Y,208Bi
10C
11C

Detector response (Energy scale) A, kB , R

3

KamLAND-Zen: Fit Model
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Signal
2νββ

0νββ

Backgrounds

40K
222Rn-210Pb
228Th-208Pb
232Th-228Th (228Ac)
238U-222Rn (234Pa)
85Kr
210Bi
134Cs,137Cs
129mTe,95Nb,90Y,89Sr
110mAg,60Co,88Y,208Bi
10C
11C

Detector response (Energy scale) A, kB , R

3

Possible fallout products

KamLAND-Zen: Fit Model
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Signal
2νββ

0νββ

Backgrounds

40K
222Rn-210Pb
228Th-208Pb
232Th-228Th (228Ac)
238U-222Rn (234Pa)
85Kr
210Bi
134Cs,137Cs
129mTe,95Nb,90Y,89Sr
110mAg,60Co,88Y,208Bi
10C
11C

Detector response (Energy scale) A, kB , R

3

Possible backgrounds in 

0vBB ROI from ENDSF 

database search 

KamLAND-Zen: Fit Model
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Signal
2νββ

0νββ

Backgrounds

40K
222Rn-210Pb
228Th-208Pb
232Th-228Th (228Ac)
238U-222Rn (234Pa)
85Kr
210Bi
134Cs,137Cs
129mTe,95Nb,90Y,89Sr
110mAg,60Co,88Y,208Bi
10C
11C

Detector response (Energy scale) A, kB , R

3

Constrained in model

214Bi-Po coincidences

212Bi-Po coincidences

IB contribution from balloon 

study 

Spallation studies at 

KamLAND

IB contribution from balloon 

study 

Calibration, 214Bi study

KamLAND-Zen: Fit Model
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Signal
2νββ

0νββ

Backgrounds

40K
222Rn-210Pb
228Th-208Pb
232Th-228Th (228Ac)
238U-222Rn (234Pa)
85Kr
210Bi
134Cs,137Cs
129mTe,95Nb,90Y,89Sr
110mAg,60Co,88Y,208Bi
10C
11C

Detector response (Energy scale) A, kB , R

3

Unconstrained in 

model

contribution in Xe-LS 

unconstrained

KamLAND-Zen: Fit Model
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Signal
2νββ

0νββ

Backgrounds

40K
222Rn-210Pb
228Th-208Pb
232Th-228Th (228Ac)
238U-222Rn (234Pa)
85Kr
210Bi
134Cs,137Cs
129mTe,95Nb,90Y,89Sr
110mAg,60Co,88Y,208Bi
10C
11C

Detector response (Energy scale) A, kB , R

3

No assumption about 

filtration is made in fit

Rates in DS1 and DS2 are  

independent in fit

KamLAND-Zen: Fit Model
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FIG. 1: (a) Energy spectrum of selected candidate events together

with the best-fit backgrounds and 2νββ decays, and the 90% C.L.

upper limit for 0νββ decays, for the combined data from DS-1 and

DS-2; the fit range is 0.5 < E < 4.8MeV. (b) Closeup of (a) for

2.2 < E < 3.0MeV after subtracting known background contribu-

tions.

their activity appears to increase proportionally with the area

of the film welding lines. This indicates that the dominant IB

backgrounds may have been introduced during the welding

process from dust containing both natural U and Fukushima

fallout contaminants. The activity of the 214Bi on the IB drives

the spherical fiducial radius in the analysis.

In the combined DS-1 and DS-2 data set, a peak can

also be observed in the IB backgrounds located in the 0νββ
window on top of the 214Bi contribution, similar in en-

ergy to the peak found within the fiducial volume. To ex-

plore this activity we performed two-dimensional fits in R
and energy, assuming that the only contributions on the IB

are from 214Bi and 110mAg. Floating the rates from back-

ground sources uniformly distributed in the Xe-LS, the fit

results for the 214Bi and 110mAg event rates on the IB are

19.0± 1.8 day−1and 3.3± 0.4 day−1, respectively, for DS-1,

and 15.2± 2.3 day−1and 2.2± 0.4 day−1for DS-2. The rejec-

tion efficiencies of the FV cut R < 1.35m against 214Bi and
110mAg on the IB are (96.8 ± 0.3)% and (93.8 ± 0.7)%, re-

spectively, where the uncertainties include the uncertainty in

the IB position.

The energy spectra of selected candidate events for DS-1

and DS-2 are shown in Fig. 1. The ββ decay rates are

estimated from a likelihood fit to the binned energy spec-

trum between 0.5 and 4.8 MeV for each data set. The back-

ground rates described above are floated but constrained by

their estimated values, as are the detector energy response

model parameters. As discussed in Ref. [2], contributions

from 110mAg (β− decay, τ = 360 day, Q = 3.01MeV), 88Y

(EC decay, τ = 154 day, Q = 3.62MeV), 208Bi (EC de-

cay, τ = 5.31× 105 yr, Q = 2.88MeV), and 60Co (β− de-

cay, τ = 7.61 yr, Q = 2.82MeV) are considered as potential

background sources in the 0νββ region of interest. The in-

creased exposure time of this data set allows for improved

constraints on the identity of the background due to the differ-

ent lifetimes of the considered isotopes. Fig. 2 shows the event

rate time variation in the energy range 2.2 < E < 3.0MeV,

which exhibits a strong preference for the lifetime of 110mAg,

if the filtration is assumed to have no effect. Allowing for the
110mAg levels between DS-1 and DS-2 to float, the estimated

removal efficiency of 110mAg is (1±19)%, indicating that the

Xe-LS filtration was not effective in reducing the background.

In the fit to extract the 0νββ limit we include all candidate

sources in the Xe-LS, considering the possibility of composite

contributions and allowing for independent background rates

before and after the filtration.

The best-fit event rate of 136Xe 2νββ decays is 82.9 ±
1.1(stat) ± 3.4(syst) (ton·day)−1for DS-1, and 80.2 ±
1.8(stat)± 3.3(syst) (ton·day)−1for DS-2. These results are

consistent within the uncertainties, and both data sets indicate

a uniform distribution of the Xe throughout the Xe-LS. They

are also consistent with EXO-200 [3] and that obtained with a

smaller exposure [4], which requires the FV cut R < 1.2m to

avoid the large 134Cs backgrounds on the IB, more appropri-
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FIG. 2: Event rate variation in the energy region 2.2 < E <
3.0MeV (136Xe 0νββ window) after subtracting known back-

ground contributions. The three fitted curves correspond to the

hypotheses that all events in the 0νββ window are from 110mAg

(solid), 208Bi (dotted), or 88Y (dashed). The gray band indicates the

Xe-LS filtration period; no reduction in the fitted isotope is assumed

for the χ2 calculation.
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FIG. 1: (a) Energy spectrum of selected candidate events together

with the best-fit backgrounds and 2νββ decays, and the 90% C.L.

upper limit for 0νββ decays, for the combined data from DS-1 and

DS-2; the fit range is 0.5 < E < 4.8MeV. (b) Closeup of (a) for

2.2 < E < 3.0MeV after subtracting known background contribu-

tions.

their activity appears to increase proportionally with the area

of the film welding lines. This indicates that the dominant IB

backgrounds may have been introduced during the welding

process from dust containing both natural U and Fukushima

fallout contaminants. The activity of the 214Bi on the IB drives

the spherical fiducial radius in the analysis.

In the combined DS-1 and DS-2 data set, a peak can

also be observed in the IB backgrounds located in the 0νββ
window on top of the 214Bi contribution, similar in en-

ergy to the peak found within the fiducial volume. To ex-

plore this activity we performed two-dimensional fits in R
and energy, assuming that the only contributions on the IB

are from 214Bi and 110mAg. Floating the rates from back-

ground sources uniformly distributed in the Xe-LS, the fit

results for the 214Bi and 110mAg event rates on the IB are

19.0± 1.8 day−1and 3.3± 0.4 day−1, respectively, for DS-1,

and 15.2± 2.3 day−1and 2.2± 0.4 day−1for DS-2. The rejec-

tion efficiencies of the FV cut R < 1.35m against 214Bi and
110mAg on the IB are (96.8 ± 0.3)% and (93.8 ± 0.7)%, re-

spectively, where the uncertainties include the uncertainty in

the IB position.

The energy spectra of selected candidate events for DS-1

and DS-2 are shown in Fig. 1. The ββ decay rates are

estimated from a likelihood fit to the binned energy spec-

trum between 0.5 and 4.8 MeV for each data set. The back-

ground rates described above are floated but constrained by

their estimated values, as are the detector energy response

model parameters. As discussed in Ref. [2], contributions

from 110mAg (β− decay, τ = 360 day, Q = 3.01MeV), 88Y

(EC decay, τ = 154 day, Q = 3.62MeV), 208Bi (EC de-

cay, τ = 5.31× 105 yr, Q = 2.88MeV), and 60Co (β− de-

cay, τ = 7.61 yr, Q = 2.82MeV) are considered as potential

background sources in the 0νββ region of interest. The in-

creased exposure time of this data set allows for improved

constraints on the identity of the background due to the differ-

ent lifetimes of the considered isotopes. Fig. 2 shows the event

rate time variation in the energy range 2.2 < E < 3.0MeV,

which exhibits a strong preference for the lifetime of 110mAg,

if the filtration is assumed to have no effect. Allowing for the
110mAg levels between DS-1 and DS-2 to float, the estimated

removal efficiency of 110mAg is (1±19)%, indicating that the

Xe-LS filtration was not effective in reducing the background.

In the fit to extract the 0νββ limit we include all candidate

sources in the Xe-LS, considering the possibility of composite

contributions and allowing for independent background rates

before and after the filtration.

The best-fit event rate of 136Xe 2νββ decays is 82.9 ±
1.1(stat) ± 3.4(syst) (ton·day)−1for DS-1, and 80.2 ±
1.8(stat)± 3.3(syst) (ton·day)−1for DS-2. These results are

consistent within the uncertainties, and both data sets indicate

a uniform distribution of the Xe throughout the Xe-LS. They

are also consistent with EXO-200 [3] and that obtained with a

smaller exposure [4], which requires the FV cut R < 1.2m to

avoid the large 134Cs backgrounds on the IB, more appropri-
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FIG. 2: Event rate variation in the energy region 2.2 < E <
3.0MeV (136Xe 0νββ window) after subtracting known back-

ground contributions. The three fitted curves correspond to the

hypotheses that all events in the 0νββ window are from 110mAg

(solid), 208Bi (dotted), or 88Y (dashed). The gray band indicates the

Xe-LS filtration period; no reduction in the fitted isotope is assumed

for the χ2 calculation.
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Notes on KLZ

T. O’Donnell

January 22, 2013

Table 1: KamLAND Liquid scintillator composition.

Component Chemical formula Fraction

Dodecane C12H26 80.2%(by volume)

Pseudocumene C9H12 19.8%(by volume)

PPO C15H11NO 1.35 g/l

DS-1 DS-2

2νββ Rate (ton·day)−1 82.9 ± 1.1 (stat) ± 3.4 (syst) 80.2 ± 1.8 (stat) ± 3.3 (syst)

Table 2: KamLAND-Zen Liquid scintillator composition.

Component Chemical formula Fraction

Decane C10H26 82%(by volume)

Pseudocumene C9H12 18%(by volume)

PPO C15H11NO 2.7 g/l

Dissolved Xe
90.93±0.05% 136Xe

2.5% by weight
8.89±0.01% 136Xe

Ēvis

Ereal

= A ×

(

1

1 + R
·

1

1 + kB(dE/dx)
+

R

1 + R
·
dNCh

dE

)

(1)

1

Signal
2νββ

0νββ

Backgrounds

40K
222Rn-210Pb
228Th-208Pb
232Th-228Th (228Ac)
238U-222Rn (234Pa)
85Kr
210Bi
134Cs,137Cs
129mTe,95Nb,90Y,89Sr
110mAg,60Co,88Y,208Bi
10C
11C

Detector response (Energy scale) A, kB , R

DS-1 DS-2

2νββ Rate (ton·day)−1 82.9 ± 1.1 (stat) ± 3.4 (syst) 80.2 ± 1.8 (stat) ± 3.3 (syst)

DS-1 DS-2

N (0νββ) (90% C.L upper limit) <16 <8.7

3

• Two neutrino mode: 

• Neutrino-less mode

• Expected sensitivity from MC of ensemble of experiments is  
1.0 x 1025yr.

Notes on KLZ

T. O’Donnell

January 22, 2013

Table 1: KamLAND Liquid scintillator composition.

Component Chemical formula Fraction

Dodecane C12H26 80.2%(by volume)

Pseudocumene C9H12 19.8%(by volume)

PPO C15H11NO 1.35 g/l

Table 2: KamLAND-Zen Liquid scintillator composition.

Component Chemical formula Fraction

Decane C10H26 82%(by volume)

Pseudocumene C9H12 18%(by volume)

PPO C15H11NO 2.7 g/l

Dissolved Xe
90.93±0.05% 136Xe

2.5% by weight
8.89±0.01% 136Xe

Ēvis

Ereal

= A ×

(

1

1 + R
·

1

1 + kB(dE/dx)
+

R

1 + R
·
dNCh

dE

)

(1)

T 2ν
1/2 = 2.30 ± 0.03 (stat) ± 0.07 (syst) × 1021 yr (2)

T 0ν
1/2 > 1.9 × 1025 yr (90% C.L) (3)

1

• 12% chance to get limit greater than one reported

Notes on KLZ

T. O’Donnell

March 4, 2013

Table 1: KamLAND Liquid scintillator composition.

Component Chemical formula Fraction

Dodecane C12H26 80.2%(by volume)

Pseudocumene C9H12 19.8%(by volume)

PPO C15H11NO 1.35 g/l

Table 2: KamLAND-Zen Liquid scintillator composition.

Component Chemical formula Fraction

Decane C10H26 82%(by volume)

Pseudocumene C9H12 18%(by volume)

PPO C15H11NO 2.7 g/l

Dissolved Xe
90.93±0.05% 136Xe

2.5% by weight
8.89±0.01% 134Xe

Ēvis

Ereal
= A ×

(

1

1 + R
·

1

1 + kB(dE/dx)
+

R

1 + R
·
dNCh

dE

)

(1)

T 2ν
1/2 = 2.30 ± 0.03 (stat) ± 0.09 (syst) × 1021 yr (2)

T 0ν
1/2 > 1.9 × 1025 yr (90% C.L) (3)

1

KamLAND-Zen: Double beta decay results
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DS1 DS2

Fid. vol. 3.9% 4.1%

Xe-concentration 0.34% 0.37%

Xe-enrichment 0.05% 0.05%

energy scale 0.3% 0.3%

detection efficiency 0.2% 0.2%

Total 3.9% 4.1%

• Fid. vol. systematic error estimated from difference between nominal 

fiducial volume and fraction of 214Bi tagged events that pass fid. vol. 

cuts

KamLAND-Zen: Systematic Error
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• The EXO-200 experiment also searches from 0"## of 136Xe

• EXO results: 

T2v
1/2 = 2.23 +/- 0.017 (stat) +/- 0.22 (syst) x 1021 yr

T0v
1/2 >1.6 x 1025 yr  (90% CL) PRL 109 032505 (2012)

PRL 107 212501 (2012)

EXO-200

63

http://arxiv.org/abs/1306.6106

T2v
1/2 = 2.172 +/- 0.017 (stat) +/- 0.060 (syst) x 1021 yr

Recent update:

Thursday, July 11, 2013

http://arxiv.org/abs/1306.6106
http://arxiv.org/abs/1306.6106


T 0ν
1/2 > 3.4 × 1025 yr (90% C.L) (4)

4

T 0ν
1/2 > 3.4 × 1025 yr (90% C.L) (4)

〈mββ〉 < (120 − 250) meV (5)

4

• Using a range of available nuclear matrix elements 

mass limit: 

• Expected sensitivity of combined experiment: 1.6 x 1025yr.

• 7% chance to get limit greater than one reported

• Combined analysis of KLZ and EXO 0vBB data:

Combination of KL-Zen and EXO
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Comparison with KKDC Claim
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FIG. 3: Experimental results on 0νββ decay half-life (T 0ν
1/2) in 76Ge

and 136Xe. The 68% C.L. limit from the claim in Ref. [1] is indi-

cated by the gray band. The limits for KamLAND-Zen (this work),

EXO-200 [3], and their combination are shown at 90% C.L. The cor-

relation between the 76Ge and 136Xe half-lives predicted by various

NME calculations [7–10] is drawn as diagonal lines together with the

〈mββ〉 (eV) scale. The band for QRPA and RQRPA represents the

range of these NME under the variation of model parameters.

ate for the 2νββ analysis.

The best-fit 110mAg rates in the Xe-LS are 0.19 ±
0.02 (ton·day)−1and 0.14 ± 0.03 (ton·day)−1for DS-1 and

DS-2, respectively, indicating a dominant contribution of
110mAg in the 0νββ region. The 90% C.L. upper lim-

its on the number of 136Xe 0νββ decays are <16 events

and <8.7 events for DS-1 and DS-2, respectively. Com-

bining the results, we obtain a 90% C.L. upper limit of

<0.16 (kg·yr)−1in units of 136Xe exposure, or T 0ν
1/2 > 1.9 ×

1025 yr (90% C.L.). This corresponds to a factor of 3.3 im-

provement over the first KamLAND-Zen result [2]. The hy-

pothesis that backgrounds from 88Y, 208Bi, and 60Co are ab-

sent marginally increases the limit to T 0ν
1/2 > 2.0 × 1025 yr

(90% C.L.). A Monte Carlo of an ensemble of experiments

based on the best-fit background spectrum indicates a sensi-

tivity [6] of 1.0 × 1025 yr. The chance of obtaining a limit

equal to or stronger than that reported here is 12%.

A combination of the limits from KamLAND-Zen and

EXO-200, constructed by a χ2 test tuned to reproduce the re-

sult in Ref. [3], gives T 0ν
1/2 > 3.4 × 1025 yr (90% C.L.). The

combined measurement has a sensitivity of 1.6× 1025 yr, and

the probability of obtaining a stronger limit is 7%. From the

combined half-life limit, we obtain a 90% C.L. upper limit of

〈mββ〉 < (120− 250)meV considering various NME calcu-

lations [7–10]. The constraint from this combined result on

the detection claim in Ref. [1] is shown in Fig. 3 for different

NME estimates. We find that the combined result for 136Xe

refutes the 0νββ detection claim in 76Ge at >97.5% C.L. for

all NME considered assuming that 0νββ decay proceeds via

light Majorana neutrino exchange. While the statistical treat-

ment of the NME uncertainties is not straightforward, even

if we apply the uncertainties and correlations in Ref. [11],

which assumes a statistical distribution of the NME for var-

ious (R)QRPA models and does not include a tuning of the

parameter gpp for 136Xe based on its measured 2νββ half-life,

we find the rejection significance is still 95.6% C.L.

The KamLAND-Zen result is still limited by the back-

ground from 110mAg. The two leading hypotheses to explain

its presence in the Xe-LS are (i) IB contamination during

fabrication by Fukushima-I fallout and (ii) cosmogenic pro-

duction by Xe spallation [2]. While the distribution of Cs

isotopes is consistent with IB contamination during fabrica-

tion, hypothesis of the adsorption of cosmogenically produced
110mAg onto the IB still cannot be rejected. Improved statis-

tics on the distribution of 110mAg on the IB may help reveal

the source of the contamination. In the meantime, we have re-

moved the Xe from the Xe-LS by vacuum extraction and veri-

fied that the 110mAg rate in the LS remains at its present level.

We are proceeding to distill the LS to remove the 110mAg,

while we also pursue options for IB replacement and further

detector upgrades.

In summary, we have performed the most stringent test

to date on the claimed observation of 0νββ decay in
76Ge [1]. Combining the limits on 136Xe 0νββ decay by

KamLAND-Zen and EXO-200, we find that the Majorana

mass range expected from the claimed 76Ge 0νββ decay half-

life is excluded at >97.5% C.L. for a representative range

of nuclear matrix element estimations. KamLAND-Zen and

EXO-200 demonstrated that we have arrived at an exciting

new era in the field, and that the technology needed to judge

the claimed 76Ge 0νββ decay with other nuclei has been

achieved.

The KamLAND-Zen experiment is supported by the

Grant-in-Aid for Specially Promoted Research under grant

21000001 of the Japanese Ministry of Education, Culture,

Sports, Science and Technology; the World Premier Inter-
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Japan; Stichting FOM in the Netherlands; and under the

US Department of Energy (DOE) Grant No. DE-AC02-

05CH11231, as well as other DOE grants to individual in-

stitutions. The Kamioka Mining and Smelting Company has
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This work is dedicated to the memory of Stuart Freedman,

a great scientist, and a dear colleague and friend.

[1] H. V. Klapdor-Kleingrothaus and I. V. Krivosheina, Mod. Phys.

Lett. A 21, 1547 (2006).

[2] A. Gando et al., (KamLAND-Zen Collaboration), Phys. Rev. C

• Combined EXO-200 and KLZ 

result is inconsistent with KKDC 

claim in 76Ge at 97.5% CL even 

for best-case NME

• NME is a major caveat in 

comparison of half life limits in 

• If we treat spread in NME 

calculations as statistical  error 

then EXO-200 and KLZ result is 

inconsistent with KKDC claim in 
76Ge at 95.6% CL

PRL 110 062502 (2013)
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• KamLAND-Zen was a very effective modification of the KamLAND 

detector

• Capitalized on existing infrastructure, to quickly realize competitive 

double beta decay search

• Combined half-life lower limit on T1/2
0v of 136Xe in tension with KKDC 

claim for available NME calculations

• KamLAND-Zen has potential to improve significantly if 110mAg can be 

removed !

66

Conclusion

• KamLAND antineutrino program continues in parallel ... new low-flux 

data points due to protracted shutdown of Japanese reactors 

Thursday, July 11, 2013



Dedication

Stuart Freedman
Fondly remembered collaborator, mentor, and friend
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Investigating background near 2.6 MeV

MEASUREMENT OF THE DOUBLE-β DECAY HALF- . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C 85, 045504 (2012)
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FIG. 4. (Color) (a) Energy spectrum of selected ββ decay
candidates together with the best-fit backgrounds and 2νββ decays,
and the 90% C.L. upper limit for 0νββ decays; the fit range is
0.5 < E < 4.8 MeV. The coincident β/γ events from 208Tl give
the main contribution from 3 to 5 MeV. (b) Closeup of (a) for
2.2 < E < 3.0 MeV. (c)–(e) Closeups for 2.2 < E < 3.0 MeV with
different background assumptions around the 0νββ peak: (c) only
0νββ, (d) 110Agm + 0νββ, (e) 208Bi + 0νββ, for comparison. χ 2

are from the data in this energy range.

The relative contributions of 0νββ window backgrounds are
additionally constrained by the time variation of the event rate
in the energy range 2.2 < E < 3.0 MeV.

Figure 4(a) shows the resulting best-fit spectral decomposi-
tion. The χ2/d.o.f. comparing the binned data and the best-fit

expectation is 99.7/87. 2νββ decay is the dominant spectral
feature in the low-energy region. The best-fit number of 136Xe
2νββ decays is (3.55 ± 0.03) × 104, corresponding to an
event rate of 80.9 ± 0.7 (ton day)−1. We found no systematic
variations due to the choice of the data period and volume
within the 1.2-m-radius FV. The dominant backgrounds at
low-energy are from 85Kr and 210Bi, with best-fit rates of
196 ± 8 (ton day)−1 and 103 ± 3 (ton day)−1, respectively.
The fit yields the following 90% C.L. upper limits on other
background rates (per ton day) in the Xe-LS: 40K < 9.6,
234Pa < 1.5, 134Cs < 0.4, 228Ac < 0.7, 90Y < 0.8, and 137Cs <
1.1; other fallout isotopes are negligible.

Around the 0νββ energy, a strong peak appears, but the
peak is centered significantly above the Q value of the decay
[Fig. 4(c)]; the hypothesis that the peak can be described by
0νββ decay alone is rejected by a χ2 test at more than 5σ
C.L., including the systematic uncertainties on the energy
scale model. The best-fit combined background rate around
the 0νββ energy allowing for contributions from 110Agm,
88Y, 208Bi, and 60Co is 0.22 ± 0.04 (ton day)−1. Figures 4(d)
and 4(e) show the distribution if only 208Bi or 110Agm,
respectively, contribute as background to the 0νββ peak. We
conclude that the data in the 0νββ region is contaminated
by the candidate backgrounds (but mainly due to 208Bi or
110Agm), and the 0νββ limit is extracted by floating those
contributions [Fig. 4(b)]. The 90% C.L upper limit on the
number of 136Xe 0νββ decays is <15 events, an event rate of
<0.034 (ton day)−1.

The measured 2νββ decay half-life of 136Xe is
T 2ν

1/2 = 2.38 ± 0.02(stat) ± 0.14(syst) × 1021 yr. This
is consistent with the result obtained by EXO-200,
T 2ν

1/2 = 2.11 ± 0.04(stat) ± 0.21(syst) × 1021 yr [6]. For
0νββ decay, the data give a lower limit of T 0ν

1/2 > 5.7 ×
1024 yr (90% C.L.), which corresponds to almost a fivefold
improvement over previous limits [7]. From the limit on
the 136Xe 0νββ decay half-life we obtain a 90% C.L. upper
limit of 〈mββ〉 < (0.3 − 0.6) eV using recent QRPA (CCM
SRC) [16] and shell model [17] nuclear matrix elements
calculated prior to the EXO-200 measurement.

VII. CONCLUSION

In summary, KamLAND-Zen provides an improved mea-
surement of the 136Xe 2νββ decay half-life. The result is
consistent with that of EXO-200 and supports the conclusion
that the directly measured half-life is significantly less than
the lower limits reported by earlier experiments. Our analysis
includes a search for 0νββ decay of 136Xe and yields an
improved lower limit on its half-life. Removal of contaminants
in the Xe-LS is an important task to improve the 0νββ decay
search sensitivity. In the future, systematic uncertainties will
also be reduced by performing source calibrations in the
Xe-LS.
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Investigating background near 2.6 MeV
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FIG. 1: (a) Energy spectrum of selected candidate events together

with the best-fit backgrounds and 2νββ decays, and the 90% C.L.

upper limit for 0νββ decays, for the combined data from DS-1 and

DS-2; the fit range is 0.5 < E < 4.8MeV. (b) Closeup of (a) for

2.2 < E < 3.0MeV after subtracting known background contribu-

tions.

their activity appears to increase proportionally with the area

of the film welding lines. This indicates that the dominant IB

backgrounds may have been introduced during the welding

process from dust containing both natural U and Fukushima

fallout contaminants. The activity of the 214Bi on the IB drives

the spherical fiducial radius in the analysis.

In the combined DS-1 and DS-2 data set, a peak can

also be observed in the IB backgrounds located in the 0νββ
window on top of the 214Bi contribution, similar in en-

ergy to the peak found within the fiducial volume. To ex-

plore this activity we performed two-dimensional fits in R
and energy, assuming that the only contributions on the IB

are from 214Bi and 110mAg. Floating the rates from back-

ground sources uniformly distributed in the Xe-LS, the fit

results for the 214Bi and 110mAg event rates on the IB are

19.0± 1.8 day−1and 3.3± 0.4 day−1, respectively, for DS-1,

and 15.2± 2.3 day−1and 2.2± 0.4 day−1for DS-2. The rejec-

tion efficiencies of the FV cut R < 1.35m against 214Bi and
110mAg on the IB are (96.8 ± 0.3)% and (93.8 ± 0.7)%, re-

spectively, where the uncertainties include the uncertainty in

the IB position.

The energy spectra of selected candidate events for DS-1

and DS-2 are shown in Fig. 1. The ββ decay rates are

estimated from a likelihood fit to the binned energy spec-

trum between 0.5 and 4.8 MeV for each data set. The back-

ground rates described above are floated but constrained by

their estimated values, as are the detector energy response

model parameters. As discussed in Ref. [2], contributions

from 110mAg (β− decay, τ = 360 day, Q = 3.01MeV), 88Y

(EC decay, τ = 154 day, Q = 3.62MeV), 208Bi (EC de-

cay, τ = 5.31× 105 yr, Q = 2.88MeV), and 60Co (β− de-

cay, τ = 7.61 yr, Q = 2.82MeV) are considered as potential

background sources in the 0νββ region of interest. The in-

creased exposure time of this data set allows for improved

constraints on the identity of the background due to the differ-

ent lifetimes of the considered isotopes. Fig. 2 shows the event

rate time variation in the energy range 2.2 < E < 3.0MeV,

which exhibits a strong preference for the lifetime of 110mAg,

if the filtration is assumed to have no effect. Allowing for the
110mAg levels between DS-1 and DS-2 to float, the estimated

removal efficiency of 110mAg is (1±19)%, indicating that the

Xe-LS filtration was not effective in reducing the background.

In the fit to extract the 0νββ limit we include all candidate

sources in the Xe-LS, considering the possibility of composite

contributions and allowing for independent background rates

before and after the filtration.

The best-fit event rate of 136Xe 2νββ decays is 82.9 ±
1.1(stat) ± 3.4(syst) (ton·day)−1for DS-1, and 80.2 ±
1.8(stat)± 3.3(syst) (ton·day)−1for DS-2. These results are

consistent within the uncertainties, and both data sets indicate

a uniform distribution of the Xe throughout the Xe-LS. They

are also consistent with EXO-200 [3] and that obtained with a

smaller exposure [4], which requires the FV cut R < 1.2m to

avoid the large 134Cs backgrounds on the IB, more appropri-
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FIG. 2: Event rate variation in the energy region 2.2 < E <
3.0MeV (136Xe 0νββ window) after subtracting known back-

ground contributions. The three fitted curves correspond to the

hypotheses that all events in the 0νββ window are from 110mAg

(solid), 208Bi (dotted), or 88Y (dashed). The gray band indicates the

Xe-LS filtration period; no reduction in the fitted isotope is assumed

for the χ2 calculation.

(Events in 0vBB ROI)-(known backgrounds)

Assuming filtration has no 
effect 110mAg is preferred
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Energy scale model 

Notes on KLZ

T. O’Donnell

January 21, 2013

Table 1: KamLAND Liquid scintillator composition.

Component Chemical formula Fraction

Dodecane C12H26 80.2%(by volume)

Pseudocumene C9H12 19.8%(by volume)

PPO C15H11NO 1.35 g/l

Table 2: KamLAND-Zen Liquid scintillator composition.

Component Chemical formula Fraction

Decane C10H26 82%(by volume)

Pseudocumene C9H12 18%(by volume)

PPO C15H11NO 2.7 g/l

Dissolved Xe
90.93±0.05% 136Xe

2.5% by weight
8.89±0.01% 136Xe

Ēvis

Ereal

= A ×

(

1

1 + R
·

1

1 + kB(dE/dx)
+

R

1 + R
·
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dE
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1
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Spallation Backgrounds
• Cosmogenic production of  10C and 11C

3

τ=237µs) decays. This cut is augmented with a secondary
cut, aimed at identifying sequential 212Bi-212Po (τ=0.4µs),
which exploits detailed PMT wave-form data to identify co-

incidences within a single∼200-ns-long DAQ event window.
The 212Bi-212Po rejection efficiency is (89 ± 2)%. The vis-
ible energy of α decay is quenched due to the high ioniza-
tion density, so the cuts are applied only if the delayed α’s
are between 0.35 and 1.5 MeV. The dead time introduced by

the coincidence cuts is less than ∼0.1%. (iv) A background
mainly from reactor νe’s producing a delayed coincidence of
positrons and neutron-capture γ’s (2.225 MeV) is rejected by
requiring event time separations greater than 1 ms, and the de-

layed energy is larger than 1.5 MeV. (v) Finally, candidates

must pass a vertex-time-charge (VTQ) test designed to fil-

ter out noise events. The test compares the observed PMT

charge and hit-time distributions to those expected based on

the reconstructed vertex [11]. The VTQ cut is tuned using

KamLAND calibration data and reduces the selection effi-

ciency by less than 0.1%. The total livetime after all cuts is

77.6 days. The energy spectrum of ββ decay candidates is
shown in Fig. 4.

IV. BACKGROUND ESTIMATION

Backgrounds to the ββ decay study fall into three cat-

egories: those external to the Xe-LS, mainly from the IB

material; those from residual radioactive impurities in the

Xe-LS; and spallation backgrounds (Table I). From a spec-

tral analysis of events whose reconstruction is close to the

IB boundary, we find that the activity in the energy region

1.2 MeV < E < 2.0 MeV (2νββ window) is dominated by
134Cs (β+γ); in the region 2.2MeV < E < 3.0MeV (0νββ
window), the spectrum is consistent with 214Bi (β+γ) decays.
The observed surface activity ratio of 134Cs to 137Cs (0.662

MeV γ) is ∼0.8 which is consistent with contamination by
fallout from the Fukushima-I reactor accident in March 2011.

The IB production facility is located just 100 km away from

the Fukushima-I reactor. The FV cut is performed to miti-

gate the background from the IB material; the remaining IB

background inside the FV is estimated by fittingMonte-Carlo-

generated event radial distributions to the data. Figure 3 shows

the event density as a function of the cubed radius from the IB

center for the two energy ranges, along with fits to the MC

distributions. In the 2νββ window we fit for a 2νββ source
uniformly distributed in the Xe-LS and a 134Cs source uni-

formly distributed on the IB. In the 0νββ window we show
the best fits for a 214Bi source uniformly distributed on the

IB and either a 0νββ-like source or a 2.6 MeV γ source uni-
formly distributed in the Xe-LS. The radial distribution offers

no discrimination between these event types.

Assuming secular equilibrium, the residual 238U and 232Th

concentrations internal to the Xe-LS are estimated to be

(3.5± 0.6)× 10−16 g/g and (2.2± 0.3)× 10−15 g/g, respec-

tively, based on sequential decays of 214Bi-214Po and 212Bi-
212Po. Since equilibrium may be broken by introduction of

contaminants during detector modification, the Bi-Po stud-

ies are only used to estimate internal background from the

TABLE I: Summary of background in the fiducial volume. Note that
134Xe ββ contribution is expected to be negligible because of much
smaller phase space factor and isotopic abundance relative to 136Xe.

The backgrounds from nuclear reactions such as (α, γ) and (α, αγ)
are expected to be negligible due to their small cross sections. The

rate of (n, γ) is stringently constrained from the data.

Isotope Event rate (ton day)−1

External (radioactivity in IB)
238U series 222Rn-210Pb (3.2± 0.3) × 10−2

232Th series 228Th-208Pb (3.5± 0.3) × 10−2

40K 0.21± 0.16
134Cs 0.50± 0.07
137Cs 0.35± 0.06

Residual radioactivity in Xe-LS

238U series
238U-222Rn (234Pa) <1.5

222Rn-210Pb 4.9 ± 0.2

232Th series
232Th-228Th (228Ac) <0.7

228Th-208Pb 0.58 ± 0.06
85Kr 196± 8
210Bi 103± 3
40K <9.6

134Cs <0.4
90Y <0.8

137Cs <1.1

Spallation product from 12C a

10C (2.11 ± 0.44)× 10−2

11C 1.11± 0.28

Spallation products from xenon with lifetime< 100 s

1.2 MeV < E < 2.0 MeV < 0.3

2.2 MeV < E < 3.0 MeV < 0.02

Around 136Xe 0νββ (ENSDF search)
60Co, 88Y, 110Agm and 208Bi 0.22± 0.04

Potential background from fallout
134Cs, 137Cs, 110Agm listed above

129Tem, 95Nb, 90Y, 89Sr negligible

a Other spallation products are negligible [9].

222Rn-210Pb subchain of the 238U series, and from the 228Th-
208Pb subchain of the 232Th series; other decays in both series

are treated as unconstrained backgrounds. We note the well-

known 2.614 MeV γ from 208Tl (β− decay, Q = 5.00MeV)
in the 232Th series is not a serious background for the 0νββ
decay search because of detection of the coincidentβ/γ in the

3

τ=237µs) decays. This cut is augmented with a secondary
cut, aimed at identifying sequential 212Bi-212Po (τ=0.4µs),
which exploits detailed PMT wave-form data to identify co-

incidences within a single∼200-ns-long DAQ event window.
The 212Bi-212Po rejection efficiency is (89 ± 2)%. The vis-
ible energy of α decay is quenched due to the high ioniza-
tion density, so the cuts are applied only if the delayed α’s
are between 0.35 and 1.5 MeV. The dead time introduced by

the coincidence cuts is less than ∼0.1%. (iv) A background
mainly from reactor νe’s producing a delayed coincidence of
positrons and neutron-capture γ’s (2.225 MeV) is rejected by
requiring event time separations greater than 1 ms, and the de-

layed energy is larger than 1.5 MeV. (v) Finally, candidates

must pass a vertex-time-charge (VTQ) test designed to fil-

ter out noise events. The test compares the observed PMT

charge and hit-time distributions to those expected based on

the reconstructed vertex [11]. The VTQ cut is tuned using

KamLAND calibration data and reduces the selection effi-

ciency by less than 0.1%. The total livetime after all cuts is

77.6 days. The energy spectrum of ββ decay candidates is
shown in Fig. 4.

IV. BACKGROUND ESTIMATION

Backgrounds to the ββ decay study fall into three cat-

egories: those external to the Xe-LS, mainly from the IB

material; those from residual radioactive impurities in the

Xe-LS; and spallation backgrounds (Table I). From a spec-

tral analysis of events whose reconstruction is close to the

IB boundary, we find that the activity in the energy region

1.2 MeV < E < 2.0 MeV (2νββ window) is dominated by
134Cs (β+γ); in the region 2.2MeV < E < 3.0MeV (0νββ
window), the spectrum is consistent with 214Bi (β+γ) decays.
The observed surface activity ratio of 134Cs to 137Cs (0.662

MeV γ) is ∼0.8 which is consistent with contamination by
fallout from the Fukushima-I reactor accident in March 2011.

The IB production facility is located just 100 km away from

the Fukushima-I reactor. The FV cut is performed to miti-

gate the background from the IB material; the remaining IB

background inside the FV is estimated by fittingMonte-Carlo-

generated event radial distributions to the data. Figure 3 shows

the event density as a function of the cubed radius from the IB

center for the two energy ranges, along with fits to the MC

distributions. In the 2νββ window we fit for a 2νββ source
uniformly distributed in the Xe-LS and a 134Cs source uni-

formly distributed on the IB. In the 0νββ window we show
the best fits for a 214Bi source uniformly distributed on the

IB and either a 0νββ-like source or a 2.6 MeV γ source uni-
formly distributed in the Xe-LS. The radial distribution offers

no discrimination between these event types.

Assuming secular equilibrium, the residual 238U and 232Th

concentrations internal to the Xe-LS are estimated to be

(3.5± 0.6)× 10−16 g/g and (2.2± 0.3)× 10−15 g/g, respec-

tively, based on sequential decays of 214Bi-214Po and 212Bi-
212Po. Since equilibrium may be broken by introduction of

contaminants during detector modification, the Bi-Po stud-

ies are only used to estimate internal background from the

TABLE I: Summary of background in the fiducial volume. Note that
134Xe ββ contribution is expected to be negligible because of much
smaller phase space factor and isotopic abundance relative to 136Xe.

The backgrounds from nuclear reactions such as (α, γ) and (α, αγ)
are expected to be negligible due to their small cross sections. The

rate of (n, γ) is stringently constrained from the data.

Isotope Event rate (ton day)−1

External (radioactivity in IB)
238U series 222Rn-210Pb (3.2± 0.3) × 10−2

232Th series 228Th-208Pb (3.5± 0.3) × 10−2

40K 0.21± 0.16
134Cs 0.50± 0.07
137Cs 0.35± 0.06

Residual radioactivity in Xe-LS

238U series
238U-222Rn (234Pa) <1.5

222Rn-210Pb 4.9 ± 0.2

232Th series
232Th-228Th (228Ac) <0.7

228Th-208Pb 0.58 ± 0.06
85Kr 196± 8
210Bi 103± 3
40K <9.6

134Cs <0.4
90Y <0.8

137Cs <1.1

Spallation product from 12C a

10C (2.11 ± 0.44)× 10−2

11C 1.11± 0.28

Spallation products from xenon with lifetime< 100 s

1.2 MeV < E < 2.0 MeV < 0.3

2.2 MeV < E < 3.0 MeV < 0.02

Around 136Xe 0νββ (ENSDF search)
60Co, 88Y, 110Agm and 208Bi 0.22± 0.04

Potential background from fallout
134Cs, 137Cs, 110Agm listed above

129Tem, 95Nb, 90Y, 89Sr negligible

a Other spallation products are negligible [9].

222Rn-210Pb subchain of the 238U series, and from the 228Th-
208Pb subchain of the 232Th series; other decays in both series

are treated as unconstrained backgrounds. We note the well-

known 2.614 MeV γ from 208Tl (β− decay, Q = 5.00MeV)
in the 232Th series is not a serious background for the 0νββ
decay search because of detection of the coincidentβ/γ in the

• Not much previous data on Xe spallation products.  Limits 
above estimated from KLZ data

• Longer lived spallation products estimated to be 
negligible from Geant4 simulation

• 10C and 11C can be vetoed by muon-neutron-" triple 
coincidence but this is not pursued for now
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Reactor contribution: fission fractions fi,j

Comparison of simplified and detailed fij calculation

• 56 cores, detailed simulation 

impractical

• Simplified semi-empirical 

model parametrized by 

- thermal power output

- fuel burnup

- initial fuel composition

• Relative difference < 1% for 

most coresNIM A 569 (2006) 837–844 
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Reactor contribution: spectra per fission

NIM A 569 (2006) 837–844 

• 2 3 5 U , 2 3 9 P u , 2 4 1 P u t a k e n f r o m 
Schreckenbach et al.

• 238U taken from calculation by Vogel
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• N e w m e t h o d o f e s t i m a t i n g t h e 
antineutrino spectrum per fission

• Consistent shape with older method

• ~3% higher flux normalization

• To get around this the cross-section per fission of each reactor is adjusted to  
reproduce the Bugey4 measurement (1.4 % uncertainty)
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Test of approaches at Bugey reactor experiment

Some “Direct” approaches

Semi-empirical approach 

 (measured/model-predicted) e+ spectrum

Eur. Phys. J. C 27, 331–374 (2003)
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